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OBSERVATIONS

ON

RHEUMATISM,

§C.

Sydenham was the first who favoured

mankind with a distinct and accurate

history of Rheumatism. Before his

time it seems to have been confounded

with gout
;

since that period it has

maintained its ground as an idiopathic

disease
;
and has for long been as well

understood as any other, the proximate
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cause of which has been matter of con-

jecture only.

Concerning the proximate cause of

Rheumatism various opinions have been

entertained. Dr. Macbride and others,

imagine it to consist in a peculiar acri-

mony
;
others in a lentor of the fluids

;

and Dr. Cullen supposes it to be, in the

Acute species, a phlogistic diathesis of

the blood, with a peculiar affection of

the muscular fibre
; but, in the Chronic,

“ an atony both of the blood-vessels

and of the muscular fibres of the part

affected, together with a degree of rigi-

dity and contraction in the latter, such

as frequently attends them in a state

of atonv.”J

That in Acute Rheumatism a phlogis-

tic diathesis of the system prevails,

admits not of doubt
;
and that there is

an affection of either the muscular fibre,

or of the cellular membrane, or of both,

is equally certain. An atony in the
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Chronic species, of the muscular fibres,

or of the cellular membrane, must also

be admitted. But which of these it

is, the muscular fibre, or cellular mem-

brane, that, in either species of the dis-

ease, is primarily affected, is a matter

not quite so manifest. To ascertain

l Ins point with any degree of clearness,

a review is necessary, of the structure

and functions of these organs them-

selves
;
and I am not without hopes of

being able to adduce facts, in the his-

tory of cases hereafter to be detailed,

which render it highly probable that,

there is in Rheumatism, Chronic as

well as Acute, an affection of the

Aponeurosis of the muscles, and per-

haps of the whole . cellular substance

connected with them, which forms a

principal part of the proximate cause

of the disease.

The cellular membrane abounds

every where in the human body. If
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covers the whole, and connects every

part. The celebrated Haller, indeed,

considers it as constituting the greater

part of the whole mass. All the blood-

vessels receive a coat from it, from the

Aorta, where it emerges from the heart,

to the minutest capillary that enters a

tendon.

The nerves are composed of Fasci-

culi, and these again of filaments, or

Fibrillm. The cellular membrane fur-

nishes a sheath to every nerve, a cover-

ing to every Fasciculus, and every fila-

ment is a tube of the same substance,

filled with medullary matter
;
and on

the Parietes of this tube are ramified,

and are supposed to secrete the me-

dullary substance it contains, those ca-

pillaries, of exquisite minuteness, which

are continuations of the arteries seen

to penetrate the Fasciculi. A muscle,

whatever be its length, breadth, or

thickness, is not a mass of homoge-

l
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neous substance, but, like the nerves,

is formed of many Fasciculi. These

Fasciculi are themselves composed of

fibres so delicate and numerous, as to

be divisible ad infinitum. At all events,

their minuteness is such, as to have

hitherto set at defiance, the patient in-

vestigations of the most accurate phy-

siologists, to discover their ultimate di-

vision, But, incalculably minute as are

these Fibrillse, they are supplied with

vessels and nerves, and inclosed in a

cellular sheath, upon which, perhaps, the

vessels and nerves terminate. They

are also connected to each other by

means of cellular membrane, to form

the Fasciculi, which, in their turn, are

enveloped in a common sheath of the

same substance, similar to that which

covers the muscle, and separates it

from all other parts.

The structure of the cellular tissue

is extremely vascular. Mascagni con-

i
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sidered its Laminae as consisting en-

tirely of lymphatics
;
Ruysch, by liis

injections, reduced the membranes and

cellular substance into a net-work pure-

ly arterial; the texture of which was so

close as to leave no observable space

for any other vessels. Hence he con-

cluded, that capillary arteries formed

the basis of membranous and cellular

tissues. The truth, however, lies be-

tween the opinions of these two cele-

brated physiologists. For, if one set

of vessels only are injected, they be-

come distended compress and conceal

the neighbouring parts
;
and we know,

that lymphatic absorption and arterial

exhalation take place from all the in-

ternal surfaces
;
by which is proved, the

existence of both arteries and absor-

bents in membranes and cellular tissue.

From these data it may justly be in-

ferred, that the functions of the cellu-

lar membrane are not merely mechani-

/
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cal
;
that it does not merely cover, con-

nect, divide, suspend
;
but that it serves

a purpose in the animal economy, es-

sential to the healthy functions of the

parts on which it is so liberally bestow-

ed. It is not consistent with common

sense and reason to suppose, that a

substance formed as is the cellular

tissue, of vessels, which carry on, if I

may so express myself, the business of

life in every part of the body, can re-

main sound, when the muscular fibre

is affected with disease. It is infinitely

more rational to conclude, that the af-

fection of the muscular fibre is a con-

sequence of the affection of the cellular

substance, whose functions seem, from

its universal diffusion, subservient to

those of every other organ. For if, as

we have seen, the cellular membrane is

formed of capillary arteries and absor-

bents; the balance between their func-

tions being in any degree overset,
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must produce corresponding pheno-

mena. Thus, if the absorbents of a

muscle carry off more than the arteries

deposit, permanent contraction, in every

direction of that muscle, must be the

consequence.

It is well known, that diseased ap-

pearances are often confined to the cel-

lular membrane
;
and that, when this is

the case, the organs or vessels which it

surrounds exhibit a morbid action. It

is likewise ascertained, from ample ob-

servation and experience, and it goes

far in countenancing our theory, that,

however insensible the tendons and

Aponeuroses of muscles are in their

sound state, injuries and morbid affec-

tions of these parts are accompanied

with pains unusually severe. Thus,

inflammation of the integuments, the

subjacent cellular substance and Fascia

of the fore-arm, sometimes the conse-

quence of blood-letting, occasion not
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only the most inexpressible sufferings,

but not unfrequently render the arm

contracted and rigid for life.

But the knowledge we possess of the

functions of the cellular membrane,

goes a great way in explanation of the

phenomena of Rheumatism. We know

that it officiates at once as a Fascia, a

ligament, a mucous gland
;
and that by

it is secreted all the fat and oily sub-

stance that is deposited about the joints,

upon, between, and in the interstices of

the muscles*

In the first place, then, The Fasciae of

the muscles confine them to their situa-

tion parallel with the bones. Were
that not the case, a muscle could not

contract at all. Destined to act in a

certain sphere, if that sphere is lessen-

ed, a muscle will either not contract, or

its contraction will be of no use. Sup-

pose, for instance, the Biceps Flexor

Cubiti, the Sartorius, any rectilineal
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muscle, was deprived of its natural ban-

dages that confine it to its situation
;

what appearance would it exhibit in a

state of contraction, were it possible to

contract at all in such circumstances ?

A muscle in contracting,becomes shorter,

thicker, harder, rough, and vibrates like

a cord when put upon the stretch. It

is evident, therefore, that unless a mus-

cle were bound by its Fascias or Apo-

neuroses, its contractions would either

be very limited, or, in contracting, it

would start from its place like the

string of a bow. It follows, that a per-

fectly sound state of the Fasciae of

muscles, is necessary to their vigorous

action
;
and on the supposition of there

being in Rheumatism a morbid affec-

tion of the Aponeuroses of the mus-

cles, are explained the pain and diffi-

culty of motion, in the first stages of

the disease at least, of a limb affected

with that disorder.
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In the second place, The doctrine of

a morbid affection of the Aponeuroses

of, and cellular substance connected

with, the muscles, accounts satisfactori-

ly for the debility of the latter,—their

permanent contraction,—their rigidity

in Chronic Rheumatism. Were it not

for the cellular membrane lubricating

the surface of the muscles, it is impos-

sible they could move upon each other

;

they behoved to contract simultaneous-

ly, and to the same degree; otherwise,

inflammation and adhesion could not

fail to be the consequence of their fric-

tion upon each other. If, therefore,

there should be, from a morbid state of

the cellular membrane, a deficiency of

that lubricating substance which facili-

tates the motion of the muscles, rigidity

and pain upon motion must in propor-

tion be the consequence. Not only so,

if there is a deficiency of the fatty sub-

stance, which, in a state of health, is
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found in greater or less quantity, depo-

sited between, and in the interstices of

the muscles, they must become shorter

in proportion
;

their fibres must ap-

proximate nearer to each other in every

direction
;
for the muscular fibre is not

a line of continuous substance extend-

ing from origin to insertion
;

it is made

up of many pieces whose ends are con-

nected with each other, laterally, by

means of vessels, nerves, and cellular

substance. What, therefore, has hither-

to been deemed a wasting of the mus-

cular fibre, may, with greater propriety,

be considered a deficiency of those

cushions which give plumpness to every

muscle, and symmetry to the whole.

Not but that there is a wasting and

contraction, or absorption of the mole-

cules of the muscular fibre itself, to a

certain degree; and also an affection of

the nerves of a part affected with Rheu-

matism. For if we reflect, that the Fas-

f
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ciculi and Fibrillas of both the nerves

and muscles are enveloped in cellular

membrane, we must infer, that the ap-

position of muscular, and the secretion

of nervous substance, are performed by

the capillary vessels of that membrane.

If, therefore, the functions of these ves-

sels are impaired, the parts they sup-

ply must suffer in their turn. But mere

disuse will produce emaciation of a limb.

There is no fact in physiology better es-

tablished, than that action is necessary

to circulation, and circulation to nutri-

tion. These are, indeed, matters of

daily experience. Emaciation of the

muscles must therefore be considered

more as a consequence than a cause of

Rheumatism.

In the third place, The effusions that

sometimes take place into the sheaths

of the tendons, is a proof that the cel-

lullar membrane is principally affected

in Rheumatism. I have seen effusions
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of this kind occur as the first symptom

of the disease
;
and I have an instance of

it in a gentleman who is presently (1814)

under my care. In this case, a circum-

scribed tumour, without the least pre-

vious pain, appeared in the course of

the tendon of the ring finger of the left

hand. Unable to explain the cause, the

gentleman took little or no notice of it

•for some days, when it became the cen-

tre of pains which shot alternately to

his wrist and to the points of his fin-

gers, with frequent and most painful

catchings of the tendon on which the

tumour was situated, These pains and

spasms occurred chiefly in the morning

when warm in bed
;

and, in a short

time, the patient became unable to grasp

any thing with his hand with any de-

gree of firmness. When he applied to

me, I desired him to grasp his left hand

firmly with his right, pressing the thumb

of the latter upon the Aponeurosis Pal-
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*

maris of die former, and, in that situa-

tion, to try what command lie had over

his fingers. He could instantly use

them with the utmost ease and with the

greatest vigour. I next directed him toO ' o •

lay firm hold of the wrist of the affect-

ed hand with the other, and in this way

to try the effect a bandage would pro-

duce. This gave him a more complete

command still of the whole hand, and

enabled him to do with it what he pleas-

ed. A clearer proof that the Annular

Ligament was deficient in power, can-

not be adduced. I endeavoured to per-

suade this gentleman to wear a bandage

about his wrist till a radical cure was

obtained
;
but, highly amused with the

success of the above experiments, and

believing that he has the means of relief

at command, he satisfies himself with

the use of the flesh-brush, and, as occa-

sion requires, with the repetition of

these experiments, which never fail of
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X

the desired effect. Now, if we reflect

that parts of similar structure, though

far distant, are often observed to sym-

pathize, we cannot wonder that the ten-

dinous Aponeurosis of the muscles, and

all its processes, which are of the same

nature and structure with the sheathes

of the tendons, and indeed but a conti-

nuation of the same substance, should

be simultaneouslv affected with them.

In the fourth place, From the fact

that the same cause affects different

parts of similar structure in different in-

dividuals, and in the same individual,

perhaps, at different times, we might

judge a priori almost, that it is not the

muscular fibre, but the cellular mem-
brane that is peculiarly affected in Rheu-

matism. Thus, exposure to cold pro-

duces in one person Catarrh, in another

Pneumonia, in another Pleuritis, in ano-

ther Rheumatism, according to idiosyn-

crasy. Now, the parts affected in Ca-
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tarrb, Pneumonia, Pleuritis, however

they may differ in density, are of the

same nature with the tendinous Aponeu-

roses of the joints and muscles, and the

cellular substance interposed between

their fibres. It is, therefore, not illogi-

cal to conclude, that it is the cellular

membrane, not the muscular fibre, that

is primarily and peculiarly affected in

Rheumatism. Not but that there must

also be an affection of the muscular fi-

bre
}

for, as has already been observed,

the connection betwixt the two, the cel-

lular substance and muscular fibre, is so

intimate, that we cannot well conceive

the former to be in a morbid state, and

the latter remaining altogether sound.

But we must repeat, that this affection

of the muscular fibre is secondary, and

therefore cannot be considered as con-

stituting a proximate cause.

In the fifth place, Dr. Cullen lias re-

marked, that the affection of the mus-
c
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cular fibres attendingRheumatism,seems

to explain why sprains and spasms pro-

duce Rheumatic affections. That sprains

and spasms frequently terminate in

Rheumatism, is an acknowledged fact.

But this fact is no way explicable on the

supposition of a peculiar affection, ip

that disease, of the muscular fibre. For

it is not the muscular fibre that chiefly

suffers in these accidents. The muscles

are capable of acting with amazing

force. They sometimes rupture their

natural bandages
;

lacerate their ten-

dons; and even the bones themselves

have been broken by the violence of

their action. It is not probable, there-

fore, that such powerful organs will be

the first to yield in such a trial of

strength as takes place in sprains, be-

tween them, their tendons, and tendi-

nous Aponeuroses. The fact is, that in

cases of sprains, patients uniformly point

to the situation of some Aponeurosis,
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tendon, annular, capsular, or interosse-

ous ligament, as the seat of debility and

of pain. No conclusion, therefore, can

be more natural, than that the Rheuma-

tic affections arising from such accidents,

are not affections chiefly of the mus-

cular fibre, but of that substance which

is of the same structure with the parts

originally affected.

In the sixth place, It would appear

from the history of Rheumatism, that

the proximate cause of the Acute spe-

cies at least, of that disease, is an affec-

tion of the aponeurotic expansion of the

tendons and membranous covering of

the joints. This appears from joints

being first affected with pain, and its

consequences. In many instances, in-

deed, the pain is confined entirely to

the joints. At other times, the muscles

come to be affected with pains shooting

along their course, from one joint to

another. But is it by the muscular
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fibre that these pains are propagated?

Is it not more consonant with the other

phenomena of the disease, to suppose,

that these pains are occasioned by the

oscillation of the contents of the ex-

treme vessels? It is ascertained, that

when red blood is, in consequence of

inflammation, forced into vessels that do

not naturally admit it, resolution is ef-

fected by that blood taking a retrograde

course, till it comes to vessels of suffi-

cient calibre to transmit it; in inflam-

mations of the eye, for example, and of

the Pleura. In the latter, no symp-

toms of inflammation have appeared,

upon dissection, in cases which, previ-

ous to death, exhibited every symptom

of it; a circumstance, that can be ex-

plained only on the supposition of the

reflux of the blood, after death, from

the part affected. From this view, it is

more than probable that vessels so ex-

tremely minute, and so very irritable
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and contractile as are the capillaries ol

the Aponeuroses and cellular membrane,

are so affected, in Rheumatism, as to be

incapable of transmitting, as in health,

the colourless part of the blood, which

therefore, by its oscillations and pres-

sure against the Parietes of its vessels,

occasions those pains hitherto believed

to be propagated from joint to joint, by

the muscular fibre.

Independent of the primary affection

of the joints, the very nature of the re-

mote causes themselves renders it pro-

bable, that the proximate cause of Acute

Rheumatism is an affection of the mem-
branes connected with the muscles.

Sudden changes of weather, the appli-

cation of cold to the body when warm,

cannot but affect those parts soonest,

and to the greatest degree, that are

most exposed to their operation
;
and

the parts so exposed are, next to the

extreme vessels of the skin, the Aponeu-
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roses of the joints and muscles. The
powerful muscles of the larger joints,

the most common seat of Rheumatic af-

fections, are necessarily furnished with

Fascise, strong and dense, and whose

vessels must, of course, be extremely

minute. It is, therefore, a priori, to be

expected, that they must suffer constric-

tion from the application of cold to the

body, sooner than vessels of less irrit-

ability and contractility, but of larger

calibre.

But Chronic is often the consequence

of AcuteRheumatism. Nothing, there-

fore, can be more evident than that what

constitutes the proximate cause of the

latter, must also form that of the former.
t

For the only difference betwixt the two

species of the disease consists in this,

that the Acute is accompanied with fe-

ver, whereas the Chronic is free, or

nearly free, from it. It necessarily fol-

lows, that if a phlogistic diathesis of the

t
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blood, amounting to fever, and an affec-

tion of the Aponeuroses and membranes

of the joints and muscles, constitute the

proximate cause of Acute Rheumatism,

the Chronic species of the disease must

also acknowledge for its proximate

cause, an affection, not different in na-

ture, though it may be in degree, of the

same membranes and Aponeuroses.

Finally, The mode of operation of

the various means employed in the cure

of Rheumatism, puts it quite beyond

a doubt, that the proximate cause of the

disease consists in a languid, or, ob-

structed circulation in the parts affected.

Heat, which is generally employed ei-

ther as a principal or auxiliary remedy,

in the management of this disorder;

whether applied externally or internally,

moist or dry
;
whether produced by ac-

tion, or accumulated in the body by

clothing, cannot but stimulate the whole

system. If the temperature of the at-
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mosphere that surrounds us is increased,

the body becomes larger; because the

circulating fluids expand and dilate the

vessels. The motion of the heart is also

increased, both in frequency and force:

so that the whole circulating mass moves

with greater velocity. If a patient la-

bouring under Rheumatism feels re-

lieved by such increase of temperature;

or, which is the same thing, by the ac-

cumulation of heat in his body—Upon

what principle does the relief thus ob-

tained depend? Can a more natural in-

ference emanate from any premises, than

that the stimulus of heat, by rousing to

action the vessels which were in a state

of atony, enables them to propel their

contents ? We see this verified every

day, on a small scale, by the most ig-

norant people
;
who apply a hot iron to

a part affected with Rheumatism till the

pain is removed. Now, can it be con-

ceived that the pain is removed in any
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other way than by discussing the con-

gestion that had taken place in the ca-

pillary vessels? These observations ap-

ply to the operation of heat from what-

ever source derived
;
whether applied to

the body externally, as by the increas-
\

ed temperature of chambers, or the

warm bath; whether produced by mo-

tion, or accumulated by clothing; whe-

ther excited by drinking warm fluids, or

diffusible stimuli.

The medicines exhibited in Rheuma-

tism with the view of producing evacu-
*

ations, cannot affect the parts on which

chiefly they are intended to act, without

previously, simultaneously, or by con-

sequence, affecting the whole system.

Diaphoretics cannot increase insensible

perspiration, nor sudorifics produce

sweat, without affecting the parts inter-

mediate betwixt the stomach and the

skin. And, neither can emetics and

cathartics operate on the stomach and
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bowels, without promoting the action

of the absorbents.

Tonics, even, a most useful class of

medicines in the cure of Rheumatism

and its consequences, if they do not

quicken, must increase the force, at least,

of the circulation.

Now, if the remedies employed in the

cure of Rheumatism operate by increas-

ing the action of the system, we cannot

avoid concluding, that the parts affected

are relieved by having their action pro-

moted. For what takes place in the

system must take place in every part of

it. Consequently, atony, or diminish-

ed action, must be the proximate cause

of the disease. But no other vessels

than the capillary can be obstructed,

without being attended with consequen-

ces very different from what ever take

place in Rheumatism. Therefore, the

mode of operation of the different re-

medies employed in the cure of Rheu-
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matism, proves, that the proximate cause

of that disease is an affection of the ca-

pillary vessels, or of the white parts.

These are the data, on which, I have

endeavoured to found, an entirely new

mode of treating Rheumatism and other

complaints allied to it, as illustrated in

the following cases.
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CASE I.

I was led into these speculations, near

as they may approach, or far as they

may be from the truth, by what occur-

red some time ago in my own person,

and which I have often since practised

upon others, with almost uniformly the

same good effect. Having been seized

with a Rheumatic affection of the left

shoulder, chiefly in the course of the

Deltoid muscle, the pain at times, but

especially towards morning, when warm

in bed, was so severe as to make me cry

out. Desirous, on one of these occa-

sions, of moving my arm, a task to which

its own powers were unequal, I grasped

it firmly with my right hand, about the

middle of the pained muscle. To my
surprise and high gratification I was in-

stantly relieved from pain
;
and while I
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thus held my arm, I could do any thing

with it I pleased, without farther aid from

my right hand, than mere compression.

This, therefore, was the remedy, the

only remedy to which, on all future oc-

casions of the kind, I had recourse, and

it never was employed without success.

I now began to think, that surely the

muscular fibre was not the seat of pain

in Rheumatism
;
not even of those pains

occasioned by motion. If it were, how

could mere compression enable it to con-

tract with all its pristine vigour? I ob-

served, moreover, that when, during the

paroxysms of pain, I endeavoured to

move my arm, the moment the belly of

the muscle began to press on the Apo-

neuroses, I was obliged to stop
;
but as

soon as artificial resistance was opposed

to it, the muscle could perform its func-

tions with the utmost ease. A more

decisive proof, I think, cannot be ad-

duced, that the pain and difficulty of
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motion of a limb, afflicted with Chronic

Rheumatism, are not referable to the

muscular fibre. It may occur to the

reader, as it did to me, that the sudden

relief from pain which I experienced, is

to be explained on the principle of liga-

tures interrupting the progress of pain,

or any other sensation, along the course

of the nerves, as in some cases of Epi-

lepsy, Whitlow, &c. But this by no

means accounts for the fact. For I al-

ways remained free from pain for a con-

siderable time after compression was re-

moved. I find, upon inquiry, it is no

uncommon thing for people afflicted

with Rheumatism, to grasp and nibble

a pained joint or muscle, for the purpose

of obtaining even temporary relief,

which they never fail to procure in

greater or less degree.
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CASE II.

On the 21st of October 1814, I was

called to a girl of fourteen years of age,

whom I found sitting in a warm room,

before a large fire. Her skin was hot,

face flushed, and pulse at ninety
;

all

which I was disposed to attribute to the

warm regimen she had been so carefully

observing. I desired her to remove to

a distance from the fire. She told me
she could not move, on account of

Rheumatic pains, reaching from her

ankles to the middle of her thighs. This

account I soon found to be correct; for

when, in consequence of my pressing

her, she made an attempt to rise, she

was forced to cry out most bitterly; so

that I saw her limbs were totally im- -

moveable. I told her I would make
her walk through the room, without
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pain, before I left her. So much diffi-

culty was experienced, however, in re-

moving her from the place where she

sat, that I began to suspect I had put

ray credit to too great hazard, and there-

fore endeavoured to pass off, as a joke,

the assurance I had given of instant re-

lief. Having accomplished the removal

of the patient to a proper situation, I

applied a roller of flannel, with a degree

of tightness which she could easily bear,

to both limbs
;
beginning at the middle

of the thighs, and continuing it down-

wards over the feet. I now requested

she would make an attempt to walk.

To this she consented, on condition of

being indulged with another person’s

arm. I allowed her to touch gently

her aunt’s shoulder. The girl rose up

and walked through the room, stifly to

be sure, but without complaint. I or-

dered her to be put to bed, and as she

seemed to labour somewhat in her
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breathing, was desirous of taking a little

blood from her arm. This was pe-

remptorily resisted by her aunt, the lady

of the house, on the score of the pa-

tient’s youth. It was in vain I repre-

sented, that, though Bandaging was a

powerful auxiliary, it never could super-

sede the diligent use of other remedies

generally employed in the cure of Rheu-

matism; above all, that it could have no

influence whatever on febrile symptoms.

Next day the patient’s general health

was much the same; the pains as bad as

ever. I suspected the cause, and soon

found the Bandages were hanging loose.

I immediately replaced them with the

same good effect as before. With the

exception of some laxatives, this girl

got no other remedy, and the pains

were, notwithstanding, put to flight in a

few days. A sister of this girl, aged

eighteen, soon after my patient got bet-

ter. was seized in like manner, all over
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the inferior extremities, with Rheuma-

tic pains. Without calling any medi-

cal aid, she had recourse to the Ban-

dages, which had the same happy effects

with her as with her sister.
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CASE IIL
•4

A very pertinent instance of the ef»
, \

fects of Compression occurred to me on

the 14th November 1814. A woman,

twenty-seven years old, and very much

emaciated, complained of a Rheumatic

affection in her left shoulder, which had

rendered her arm next to useless for

many weeks. The pain was confined

to the Scapular portion of the Deltoid

muscle. She could by no means raise

her arm to a right angle with the trunk

of her body. She could not put her

hand to her mouth, far less touch with

the points of her fingers the crown of

the head. Placing her before me on a

form, I made gentle Pressure with the

palm of my hand on the pained part,

desiring her, at the same time, to raise

her hand to the crown of the head.
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This she could not do. I increased the

Pressure, and the motion of the arm

became in proportion free. This pro-

cess was continued till she could move
her arm in every direction, with little

or no uneasiness. What surprised the

patient most was, she in a very short

time became capable of using her arm,

with nearly as much freedom without,

as with the Pressure^

How are these facts to be explained?

Thus, in my opinion: The Aponeuro-

sis, and perhaps the whole cellular mem-
brane ofparts affected with Rheumatism,

is in a state of morbid sensibility
;

this

state of sensibility arising from a pre-

ternatural distension of its vessels.

Bandages and Pressure, by affording

support, take off tension, and facilitate

motion, which in its turn promotes cir-

culation. The vessels being in this way

unloaded, morbid sensibility is dimi-

nished; and if the Bandages or Pressure
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be often enough applied, or for a suffi-

cient length of time, the vessels and

membrane recover their tone. It is

evident, therefore, that in proportion as

these effects are produced, the motion

of a part formerly rigid will not only

become free, but remain so. On this

principle it was, that the motion of this

patient’s arm remained free after the

removal of the Pressure ;
on this prin-

ciple is explained the good effects of

friction, &c. in Rheumatism. If a per-

son could always move a limb affected

with this disease, little more would be

necessary to the cure of it. But as

that is, in many instances, impossible,

and in all attended with difficulty, in a

greater or less degree, Bandages or Pres-

sure, according to circumstances, by fa-

.cilitating . motion, become, if not of

themselves a complete cure, at least

most powerful auxiliaries, ofwhich, who-

ever once makes trial, will, when circum-
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stances require, ever afcer avail them-

selves.

I did not see this woman again till the

10th of December, (the distance of near

a month from the time she called upon

me,—a month too of the most horrible

weather that can well be conceived,)

when I called at her house to ascertain

if the cure was permanent. She told

me, she allowed the Bandage which I

applied, to remain till quite dirty, and

that when she removed it to have it

washed, she found she could do per-

fectly well without it
;
and in my pre-

sence performed, with the utmost faci-

lity, all the motions of which the arm

in its soundest state is capable. In one

word, this woman’s case is an instance

of a severe Rheumatic affection, ofmany

weeks standing, being immediately,

completely, and permanently cured, bv

Pressure alone.
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CASE IV.

A lady, upwards of forty, who has

for many years been a martyr to Rheu-

matism, on hearing <c
I had found out

a cure for it,” applied to know what it

was. I readily informed her that the

application of Bandages, or Pressure, ac-

cording to the situation of the parts af-

fected, with a view to give relief from

present pain, and to facilitate motion,

was the improvement to which I laid

claim
;
assuring her, that whoever made

trial of the remedy, would find their ac-

count in it. This piece of information

appeared to her so very frivolous, that

she never returned an answer. I met

her on the street some weeks afterwards,

when I inquired if she had made trial

of the Bandage? She said she had tied

a bit of flannel above the knee-joint.
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but as she had had no return of the

pains since I saw her, she could say no-

thing about it, I plainly saw “ my cure”

was too simple, cheap, and of easy ap-

plication, to gain the least credit with

this lady. This conversation took place

about the beginning of November 1814,

and I was determined this patient should

speak to me before I spoke to her again

on the subject. She did so. On the

1st of December I was abruptly stopped

by her on the street, when she hastily

exclaimed, “ It will do, for had it not

been for your Bandage, you had not met

me to-day. I was seized yesterday

morning with my pains, in a most vio-

lent degree, when I was glad to have re-

course to the Bandage as you directed,

which gave me instant relief, and I was

able to walk abroad with the utmost

ease, a thing which I could not otheiv

wise possibly have done.” This I con-

sidered a great triumph over prejudice
;
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and as the patient is a sensible woman,

and of unimpeachable veracity, her ac-

count may be relied on. This I hold

to be an interesting case in every point of

view, and quite decisive of the immense

utility to be derived from the use of

Bandages, to those afflicted with Rheu-

matism. That a lady for many years

afflicted with Rheumatism, to such a de-

gree as to render her permanently some-

what lame of one leg, and all the year

over more or less subject to pain, which

in the winter season became at times

so severe as to confine her, if not to her

bed, at least to her room, should, from

the first trial of the Bandage, in one of

these paroxysms, be not only relieved

from pain, but enabled to walk abroad

in cold damp weather, with a firmer

step than she had done for eight years

before, is a thing that speaks for itself.

On the 10th of December I again met

this lady on the street, when she accost-
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ed me in these words :
“ I am not near

so lame now.” This was a piece of in-

formation that, I confess, I did not ex-

pect. But it is nevertheless perfectly

credible. For if ten days will make a

great difference on a person in a state of

convalescence from a severe illness, what

progress may not a limb weakened by

obstructed circulation, make in the same

space of time, when circulation is re-

stored, and the system in perfect health

and vigour ? I would have been quite

satisfied, however, with being told that

she had experienced considerable bene-

fit from the Bandage, in the way of pre-

venting pain. The ten days, it is ma-

terial to observe, that had elapsed since

she first applied the Bandage, consisted

of weather the most inconstant and se-

vere. I therefore now put it seriously

to this lady, If she was convinced that

the application of the Bandage had

warded off the pains with which she was
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threatened on the 1st of December ? If

she believed the strength her leg had

recovered was to be ascribed to the Ban-

dage? If, from what she had experien-

ced, she believed that Bandages would

be found a powerful remedy for Rheu-

matism? All these questions she an-

swered most decidedly in the affirma-

tive.
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CASE V.

On the 15th December, William

Graham, aged 32, a private in the Cum-
berland militia, complained of violent

Lumbago, which rendered him unable

to mount guard, and he was unwilling

to be sent to the hospital. On ex-

amining the part affected, found he

wore a broad Bandage round his body.

This he had been accustomed to do,

but said he experienced from it no be-

nefit to his back. I asked of him his

pocket-handkerchief, which I formed in-

to a Compress, and laid it on the part af-

fected, applying the Bandage over it as

tight as he could bear it. On inquir-

ing how he felt, he replied, “ Perfect-

ly at ease. I feel a want supplied, and

I can turn myself any way I please with

perfect freedom.” Pie went to bed
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quite well, but in the morning found

himself much worse. I saw him again

on the 16th, about three o’clock after-

noon, when I asked him if he had laid

aside the Compress that his pains had

returned ? He said he still wore the

Compress, and experienced from it so

much benefit, that without it he could

not walk at all. On the 15th I omitted

to examine his pulse, which I now
found at 100. I therefore immediately

took twenty ounces of blood from his

arm. This took off the phlogistic dia-

thesis of the system, and the Compress,

which, as the pain had extended, I or-

dered to be enlarged, completed the

cure.
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CASE VI.

On the 15th of December 1814, I

was called to a young man, Simon

Stewart, at the west end of the town,

whom I found in a condition that al-

most beggars description. Pale, ghast-

ly, emaciated, he had been a martyr, for

three years uninterruptedly, to Rheu-

matism in its most cruel forms. His

fore-arms, half bent, felt like two boards,

and were so immoveably fixed in the

prone position, that he could not see

the palms of his hands till they were

elevated above his eyes. Had no mo-

tion at the wrists
;
the right Carpus, es-

pecially, was pained, swelled, distorted;

and the command he had over his fin-

gers was so small, that for a consider-

able time he was under the necessity of

being fed by others. In the left knee,
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there was great effusion and pain
;

it

had very little flexion and extension,

being almost fixed in the half-bent pos-

ture. Both his ankles were pained,

swelled, and distorted. He had not

been able to stand even, on the soles of

his feet, for the last twenty-three months.

Sometimes, indeed, within that period,

he had walked a little, but he did so by

turning his heels outwards, and resting

his weight on the outer edges of his

feet. In this way he would crawl from

his bed, along a range of chairs, to the

fireside. Such was this man’s situation

when I first saw him. At the begin-

ning of his illness he had declined go-

ing to the hospital, where he was offer-

ed the warm-bath free of expence
;
but

had, notwithstanding, been attended by

a host of medical men in succession:

one of these, in particular, had done

every thing for him that skill could de-

vise, or philanthropy suggest; but, long
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before I was called in, had also given

him over as incurable. Having satisfied

myself as to the state of the patient, I

applied a roller of flannel to the arms,

from the wrists to the elbow-joints, in-

clusive; in like manner to the knee;

and, lastly, to both ankles. This done,

I desired the patient to come out of his

bed and dance! He descended very

slowly and timorously, but getting his

feet to the ground, and finding he could

stand, he at last stepped out,—declaring,

that if his knee had not been bound so

tightly, he could have leaped the height

of his stick.

December 21st.—Has had great pain

in the knee, especially in the night-

time, ever since the Bandage was ap-

plied, which has therefore been laid

aside. Some rotatory motion of the

fore-arm Si Apply a Compress of flannel

to the Aponeurosis Plantaris of the left

foot.
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December 25th.—Rotatory motion of

the fore-arms increasing; motion of the

left wrist very considerable
;
had none

at the beginning. Some pain among

the tarsal hones of the left foot, but can

stand on both soles. The Compress to

the left foot a great improvement to his

walking, to which, he thinks, there is no

obstacle but the knee.

December 28tli.— Fore-arms more

plump in their appearance, and the skin

of a more kindly feeh Walked from

his bed to the fire-side, without a stick,

or any other support. This is the first

dime he has done so under my care.

Feet quite the natural shape, and sets

them down without fear or dread. No
impediment to his walking abroad but

the knee. Can turn his hands half-way

to the supine posture.

Muriat. ammonias, gi.

Acid, acetos. commun. sxii. Solve.
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To be rubbed with great diligence all

over the knee-joint, twice a-day.

December 31st.—Circumference of

the knee diminished three-eighths of ano
inch. Attempted to walk without the

Bandages about his feet and ankles

;

could not set down his feet with confi-

dence and firmness. Applied the Ban-

dages, when he walked with the utmost

ease, knee excepted.

January 5, 1815.—Had pain among

the tarsal bones of the right foot night

before last;—gone to-day. Thermome-

ter yesterday and to-day at 40; weather

hazy and damp. What is the reasoi\

that people subject to Rheumatism are

so much affected upon the change of

weather? I firmly believe it is owing to

sympathy between the parts affected and

the lungs. This is no extravagant idea.

According to our theory, the white parts

are the chief seat of Rheumatic affec-

tions. Now, a great proportion of the
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lungs consists of cellular substance.

Besides, we every day observe sympa-

thies much less explicable than this

:

between the parotid gland, for instance,

and the testes
;

the kidneys and the

stomach
;

and, what is more directly in

point, betwixt the urethra and the eye,

in gonorrhoea. I am aware of a ques-

tion that may be started here, namely,

Can a part distant from the lungs sym-

pathize with them, or be affected through

their medium, without their being

themselves sensibly affected ? I would

answer this question in the affirmative.

I think it very rational to suppose, that

a part already habituated to a particular

disease, .a disease too that gains ground

by repetition, may become severely af-

fected by sympathy with another part

that has been but slightly or impercep-

tibly affected. In no other way can we

explain the fact, that persons subject to

Rheumatism can, in the morning, before
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they get out of bed, or even in the

night-time, prognosticate with certainty

a change of weather. In such cases,

the effects produced in the system, by

the change that takes place in the at-

mosphere, must be through the lungs

only, for no other part of the body is

exposed to its action.

Knee has not been at all troublesome

for some nights past. Took off his

stockings last night with his own hands,

a thing he has not been able to do for

twelve months past. Is gaining flesh,

The fore-arms, it is remarked by stran-

gers, are more plump than formerly.

January 6th.—Had severe pain last

night in both ankles, but especially in

the right, and also in a slight degree in

the elbow-joints
;
motion of these parts,

however, no way impaired to-day. On

inquiry, I found he sat an hour yester-

day after my visit, with his clothes

hung round him, for want of aid to
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put them on. Has some catarrhal symp-

toms, with slight cough. Here I may

remark, that I have uniformly observed

the return of pain, in this patient, to be

accompanied with more or less of ca-

tarrhal symptoms,—an observation cor-

roborative of what is advanced in yes-

terday’s report, and indeed of our theo-

ry, and the whole reasoning on it, from

beginning to end.

3° Vin. ipecacuan, l \

.

Tinct. opii, gtt. xl.

Aq. font. §vi. M.

the half to be taken an hour before, the'

other half at bed-time.

January 9th.—Has got cold anew.

Coughed a good deal last night
; severe

pain in the ankles, wrists, elbows, and
left knee. Cannot walk to-day, nor

suffer the Bandages so tight as usual.

Keen frost yesterday
; thermometer at 40

to-day; weather boisterous and damp.

12th.—Is able to walk again, but has

still some pain among the tarsal bones
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of the right foot. I do not expect this

patient to make any farther progress

during the winter months, and shall be

very glad if he retains what he has ac-

quired. The Bandages, it must be ad-

mitted, have done wonders
;
but they

are not a match for an inveterate dis-

ease, weather variable in the extreme,

an open house, with the patient’s bed

at the back of the door, a clay floor,

and imprudent conduct, combined. I

therefore close this case for the present,

trusting I shall be able to give a more

decisively favourable account of it here-

after.

I continued to attend this patient for

six weeks after the preceding report,

trusting I would be able to surmount

his supineness and indifference; but

found, that the more attention I be-

stowed on him, the less he would do for

himself. I therefore abandoned him,

as a person unworthy of medical aid.
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CASE VII.

In the first week of January, Mrs. M.

a lady about 36 years of age, complain-

ed of severe pain in the left lumbar re-

gion, for which she had been advised

to have blood let. On applying to me,

I recommended a trial of a Compress

and Bandage. Having never heard of

such a mode of cure, she appeared at a

loss whether to take my advice as a

joke or not. On assuring her I was

serious, she promised compliance as

soon as she got home. I insisted on

the trial being made immediately; and

as I had been setting a fractured arm

just before she came in, there was a

piece of flannel lying in the room, of

which I made a Compress, directing

her to lay it on the part affected, and

to make use of her handkerchief for a
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Bandage. When I returned to the

room I purposely introduced another

subject of conversation, that what ob-

servations she might make on the mode

of cure we had adopted should come

spontaneously from herself. Accord-

ingly, I soon observed her moving the

trunk of her body, without having re-

ceived any directions from me to that

effect, backwards, forwards, and side-

ways. I asked her what she meant by

so doing. She said the pain was gone,

which yet she could scarcely believe,

and that, to ascertain the fact, she was

practising those motions which she

dared not attempt before the Compress
i

and Bandage were applied, but which

she could now do with ease. Next

day the pain struck her in the right

lumbar region, from which also it im-

mediately removed on application to

the part of the Compress and Bandage.
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When I relate such instances of the

immediate and great good effects of

Compression in Lumbago, candour and

truth demand the acknowledgement,

that I have met with several cases in

which that mode of treatment com-

pletely failed of success. The super-

ficial observer alone, however, will

from hence conclude against the utility

of the practice
;

for the muscles of the

loins are not all situated on a plane.

Some of them are superficial, others

deep-seated. Compression may affect

the former
;

it cannot the latter* To
deny, therefore, the utility of Bandages

in the cure of Rheumatism, because

cases occur which admit not of Com-
pression, would be as unscientific as to

say, that, because blood-vessels are

sometimes ruptured or wounded, which,

from their situation, it is not in the

power of man to coerce, Ambrose
Parey, in introducing the tying of ar-
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teries in amputation, is not the author

of the most important improvement

ever made in the operative branch of

the healing art
;

or, because we meet

with ulcers so vitiated as to admit of

being cured by no mode of treatment,

that the use of Bandages, as introduced

by Mr. Baynton for the cure of old ul-

cers, is not the most valuable improve-

ment that medical surgery has received

in modern times. Cinchona does not

always cure intermittent fever, nor

mercury syphilis. But would any man

be so mad as to reject these remedies

as not generally to be depended on, for

the cure of these diseases ?

.

-
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CASE VIII.

On the 9th of January, I was called

to Mr* B. a gentleman traveller, lodg-

ed in the Black-bull inn, who informed

me he had been arrested on his jour-

ney, for four weeks before, by Acute

Rheumatism, and that he had been at-

tended by . His father, who

had come from Whitehaven to see and

carry home his son, having heard, in

the town, of the successful application

of Bandages in the cure of Rheumatism,

mentioned, on his return to the inn,,

the circumstance to the patient, who
took no rest till his father brought me
to him. I stated the impropriety of

my interfering with the patients of an-

other practitioner in his absence. But

the young gentleman told me, i( he

had not seen his doctors for some time;.
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that he conceived they did not intend

to visit him any more, he having been

out
;
and, at any rate, he was not to be

deprived, on account of any trifling

piece of etiquette, of the benefit of the

Bandages, if benefit was to be obtained

from them.”

This gentleman I found convalescent,

but complaining greviously of pain in

his left hand, which was also much

swelled
;

of pain and stiffness of the

left elbow
;
of pain and weakness about

the left shoulder
;
of pain and rigidity

of the muscles of the back of the neck ;

of weakness and pain upon motion, all

along the spine
;
and of pain and stiff-

ness of the left knee, the outside of

which he could scarcely suffer to be

touched.

I began with desiring the patient to

shew me how he could walk. He
i

moved and threw his weight upon the

left leg, slowly and timorously, as if
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afraid to trust himself upon it. But

no sooner was a Bandage applied, than

he planted his foot firmly, and walked

with great freedom, declaring that, in

respect of his knee, he felt quite a dif-

ferent man. I next proceeded to ex-

amine the state of his left arm, and

found the range of motion it possessed

very circumscribed indeed. He could

not even put his hand to his mouth.

Upon application, however, of a Ban-

dage from the points of the fingers to

the elbow-joint inclusive, he could do

it freely. On account of the patient

being very much fatigued, I did no-

thing at this call to the shoulder, far-

ther than grasping it with one of my
hands, in order to shew him what could

be done. Upon this, he moved his

arm with great facility in every direc-

tion.
,

January 10th.—Passed a good night,

having slept from eleven to five with-
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out interruption. Pain of the left hand

and knee greatly abated
;

in other re-

spects as before. Removed the Ban-

dages, and ordered the diligent use of

the flesh-brush, for a considerable time,

to the parts affected, which was ex-

tremely grateful to the patient. Ap-

plied the Bandages as before, and also

to the left shoulder, making a turn un-

der the right, by which two breadths of

the Roller were made to press upon the

back of the neck, a circumstance that

also gave much pleasure and satisfac-

tion.

January 11th.—Pain of the left knee,

wrist, and elbow almost gone. Muscles

of the neck also much relieved. Swell-

ing of the left hand greatly abated.

Motion of the left arm entire, and much

more vigorous. Omit the Bandages.

January 12th.—Has slight pain and

stiffness to-day, in both ankles. In

other respects improving. Swelling of
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the left liand entirely gone. Applied

Bandages to both ankles.

January 13th.—Was out yesterday

;

but says the pain and stiffness of his

ankles were such, that he could not

have walked at all without the Banda-

ges. Is resolved to have a set of them

to carry along with him. This, I think,

sufficiently indicates the opinion he en-

tertains of their utility. It is, indeed,

in such cases as this, that the pre-emi-

nence of Bandages in the cure of Rheu-

matism is most conspicuous. Let us

suppose that Bandages had not been

applied to this gentleman’s ankles,—he

must of course have remained at home;

let us suppose that I had confided to

rubefacients and flannel, for the remo-

val of his pains, when would the desir-

ed effect have been produced? in a day?

a week? a month? No man can answer

these questions. One thing only is cer-

tain,—that the longer a patient in such
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circumstances is confined to the house,

the longer is his general health of being

restored. But no sooner were the Ban-

dages applied to this gentleman’s ankles,

than he was enabled to walk abroad.

The consequence was, he returned with

an appetite greatly improved, and with

a universal glow and moisture of the

skin, which are most successfully pro-

moted by action in the open air, and of

more real benefit to a Rheumatic pa-

tient, than all the sudorifics in the

world.
i
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CASE IX.

On the 16th January 1815, ,

residing at Cramond, came to consult

me about a Rheumatic affection, of

many years’ standing, in his left haunch.

His knees and thighs had also been af-

fected, and are still feeble, but free

from rigidity and pain. Walks with a

timorous irresolute step, the one foot

often involuntarily kicking the other.

I applied a Bandage to both knees, be-

ginning a little below, and carrying it

a little above the joints. This gave

him a command of his limbs, he said,

to which he had been a stranger for

many years. His principal complaint,

however, was situate immediately un-

der the Crest of the left Ilium. As
soon as I ascertained this, I was sure of

being able to afford him relief
;

for the
F
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smooth surface of the bone I knew

would present an equable resistance to

Pressure from without. I began, there-

fore, with desiring the patient to per-

form the various motions of which the

trunk of the body is capable in its

sound state. But this was a task to

which he was altogether unequal. His

bodv, indeed, had been confined to a

prone posture for a great length of

time. He could tie the shoe of his

right foot with ease, but could not

reach farther than the middle of his left

leg. I put him, therefore, in this posi-

tion, desiring him to point, at the same

time, to the spot that checked his

stooping farther. This done, I pressed

my hand against the part affected, and

desired him to put his hand down to

his foot. This he did at once, and^

with facility, to his own astonishment,

and to that of his son-in-law, who look-

ed on. Having several times practised
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this, and other motions of which he

was formerly incapable, I applied a

.Compress and Bandage, formed of such

materials as were at hand, and sent

him away rejoicing.

From the preceding details it will

perhaps be inferred, that it is in Chronic

Rheumatism chiefly that decisive effects

are to be expected from Bandages.

This may lessen, in the estimation of

some, the value of the remedy. But if

it is attended to, that Chronic is as of-

ten a cause as a consequence of Acute

Rheumatism
;
that Chronic Rheumatism

occurs out of all proportion more fre- •

quently than Acute
; Bandages, as a re-

medy applicable with the fairest pros-

pect of success in so many instances,

cannot, if viewed impartially, be con-

sidered in any other light than as the
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accomplishment of what has hitherto

been a Desideratum in the cure of

Rheumatism. To render this evident,

we have only to reflect how often every

mode of cure of that formidable disease

proves abortive. It certainly must be

ascribed, as well to the imperfection of

the healing art, as to the obstinate na-

ture of the disorder itself, that so manj',

in every rank, are subjected, during a

great part of their lives, to the visita-

tions of this horrible malady. Banda-

ges bid fair to supply this deficiency.

They are not like medicines exhibited

internally, concerning whose operations

and effects we are liable to form the

most erroneous conclusions. Their ef-

fects are immediate and visible. We
are not left at a loss to determine whe-

ther the good produced is to be ascrib-

ed to the efforts of nature, or to the re-

medy employed; nor is it a matter of

doubt, whether the remedy is of real
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advantage or not. There can be no un-

certainty as to the powers of a remedy,

which, the moment it is applied, ena-

bles a person to walk, who immediately,

and for many weeks before, could not

set the sole of his foot to the ground.

But were it even admitted that Ban-

dages are applicable, with effect, prin-

cipally in Chronic, it is evident that

they may operate, in many instances, as

preventatives, at least, of Acute Rheu-

matism. This is a fair inference from

the girl’s case above detailed. In her

were present, though the symptoms did

not run high, all the characteristics of

Acute Rheumatism. But, by the time-

ous application of Bandages, not only

were the pains immediately relieved,

but the fever soon after subsided. A
most useful practical hint this,—shewing

that, as the derangement of the system

was occasioned by local affection, so the

melioration of local symptoms had its
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influence on those of the system. Here

naturally arises the question, May not

Bandages supersede the necessity of re-

peated detractions of blood in Acute

Rheumatism, even when local affections

are not the primary symptoms? At

any rate, Acute Rheumatism is soon

subdued by the lancet
;
and, if Chronic

Rheumatism supervenes, the application

of Bandages in this stage, will, we have

reason to believe, prevent that lingering

illness, general debility, rigidity, and

coldness of the limbs, pain and stiffness

of the joints, so often the sequelce of

Acute Rheumatism.

Every practitioner, surely, of even

very limited experience, must have met

with cases of Acute Rheumatism, in
/

which the difficulty was, not to subdue

fever, but to set the patient on his legs,

and, having set him on his legs, to make

him walk. In this stage of such cases,

more benefit, I hesitate not to pro-
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nounce, will be derived from Banda-

ges, than from all other topical appli-

cations that have ever been prescribed

by the regular physician, or advertised

by the empiric.

But a mechanical remedy that pos-

sesses, in any degree, the power of mo-

derating or preventing Acute, must

operate with tenfold effect in cutting

short Chronic Rheumatism. Every

body knows that, whoever have once

become acquainted with Rheumatism,

may lay their account with a repetition

of its visits; and the oftener it comes,

and the longer it stays, it strikes its

roots the deeper :—this to such a der

gree, as, in many instances, to render

the patients miserable during its stay,

and uncomfortable all the rest of their

lives. The early application of Banda-

ges, by promoting, in the way formerly

stated, circulation in the capillaries of

the white parts, prevents their perma-
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nent obstruction, and consequently the

disease from taking such hold of the

system as to render it difficult after-

wards to be eradicated. That Bandages,

when early applied, must produce such

effects, is proved by what they have

done in Stewart’s case; for, if they pos-

sess such powers in old inveterate in-

stances of the disease, they must, a for-

tiori, be productive of like benefit in
i

recent cases.

I
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CASE X.

Alexander Hay, aged fifty-five, com-

plained to me on the 5th of April 1815,

of pain, weakness, and rigidity of his left

hand, wrist, and fingers, There was

considerable effusion also in the palm

of his hand, along the tendons of the

finoers, Pressure on which occasioned

considerable increase of pain. The pa-

tient, when attempting to shut his hand,

could not bring the points of the fingers

to within an inch of the palm; and even

this effort could be made for a moment

only. I first applied a Bandage to the

wrist, and then pressed with my thumbs

on the tendons of the fingers in the hol-

low of the hand, desiring the patient to

clench his fist, which he instantly did

with great power. I performed this ex-

periment to convince the man at once,
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which I found no reasoning could do,

that Bandages alternated with Friction

would effect a cure. This was a species

of argumentation which the most incre-

dulous could not long resist. For no

sooner were the Bandages and Pressure

applied than the patient saw and felt

such a change, as to produce a convic-

tion, that he had only to adopt the mode

of cure prescribed, in order to recover

entirely the use of his hand. I then ap-

plied a roller to the hand and wrist, be-

ginning at the roots of the fingers, mak-

ing the first turn under the thumb, and

the second over the root of the thumb

and metacarpal bone of the little finger.

In this way, if the Bandage is drawn

tight, the hand is, in a certain degree,

folded longitudinally, which never fails

to relieve pain that is seated among the

tendons of the fingers and metacarpal

bones.
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I directed the patient to make dili-

gent use of Friction, as often as he re-

moved the Bandage, but not of that

kind of Friction only which consists in

stimulating the vessels of the skin. The

pains in this case were deep seated

among the bones, and therefore de-

manded a species of Friction calculated

to promote circulation in the extreme

vessels of the parts affected. For this

purpose I directed to grasp, and nib-

ble, and pinch the parts, however pain-

ful
;
pressing with the points of the fin-

gers and thumb among the carpal, and

between the metacarpal bones, and in-

deed, wherever the pains took lodge-

ment. This process was at first very

painful, but the longer it was continued,

and the oftener it was repeated, it be-

came less so, and the motion of the

parts proportionally free. In six days,

from the first application of the Ban-

dages, did this patient recover, to his
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own astonishment, the complete com-

mand of his hand. This, there is no

reason to believe, he would otherwise

have done, through the whole course of

his life.

To those who may reckon this a

bold assertion, I would recommend the

inquiry, How persons, daily to be met

with, the joints of whose fingers are

enlarged, and the bones between the

joints distorted, were affected in the

first attacks of the disease ? The reply

would doubtless be, that they first ex-

perienced pain, enlargement, and immo-

bility of the parts—that these symp-

toms were often alleviated by remedies

employed for that purpose, and by the

return of favourable seasons, but never

entirely removed—that by repetition,

they gradually gained ground
;
and be-

came at last so fixed that no earthly pow-

er could remove them. Such also, but

for the Bandages, would have been the

case with Alexander Hay’s hand. Nay,

i
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what is bolder still, I venture to assert

that, in the great majority of cases,

lameness arising from Rheumatism, in

parts susceptible of Compression, must

be attributed, not to the irremediable

nature of the disease, but to those con-

cerned in the treatment—the patient or

the practitioner. This is a conclusion

fairly deducible, I think, from the his-

tory of the case under consideration.

In it the affection was not of yesterday

only. It had existed for a great length

of time
;
had become worse by every

repetition of attack
;
and was fast ap-

proaching to that state of permanent

swelling of the joints, contraction and

rigidity of the tendons, hitherto found

incurable by any means that have yet

been devised.

I dwell the longer on this case, be-

cause it was a most inveterate one,

—

because the cure of it is a triumphant

instance of the power of Bandages above

i
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all other remedies combined,—and the

finest illustration that could be wished,

of the theory we have endeavoured to

establish—That the proximate cause

of Rheumatism is an affection, chiefly

of the cellular membrane, and that this

affection consists in an atony, and con-

sequent preternatural distention, or ob-

struction of the vessels of that mem-
brane. This theory, indeed, is not as-

sumed
;

it is a fair and legitimate de-

duction from the sensible effects pro-

duced from Bandages and Friction. It

cannot for a moment be supposed that

there is, in Chronic Rheumatism, any

obstruction in those vessels through

which red blood circulates. If that was

the case, a species of inflammation would

be induced that would soon run its

course. Besides, the effusions that take

place in this disease are always colour-

less. But circulation is impeded some-

where
;

otherwise, whence the swelling
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and pain? Accumulation is essential

to tumour, or, is another name for the

same thing. And, accumulation can-

not take place in vessels without their

being simultaneously and proportional-*

ly distended. In Chronic Rheumatism,

in fact, it is the atony or relaxation of

the vessels of a part that is the cause of

accumulation in, or swelling of that

part. If, therefore, there is no obstruc-

tion in the vessels carrying red blood,

and, if obstruction or accumulation ex-

ist somewhere, it follows that the capil-

laries, or vessels of the cellular mem-
brane, are in fault.

From this view of the subject, the

mode of operation of Bandages and

Friction is plain and perspicuous. If

Pressure is applied to compressible

tubes, containing a circulating fluid,

• their diameter must be lessened, their

Parietes must approach nearer each

other, and the quantity of fluid they
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contain must be diminished in propor-

tion. Friction, which consists in suc-

cessive acts of Compression, must great-

ly promote circulation in vessels to

which it is applied; Bandages not only

propel the contents of vessels preterna-

turally distended, but give to the latter

permanent support, till they acquire a

healthy tone. Hence the immediate

diminution of swelling, and the relief

from pain, in parts affected with Rheu-

matism, from the application of these

remedies.

That Bandages and Friction produce

their beneficial effects by promoting cir-

culation in the capillaries, and absorp-

tion of effused humour, is a matter of

ocular demonstration. If to a tumour

recently formed, the consequence of,

either a violent sprain, or, of Rheuma-

tism, Compression, either by Friction

or Bandages, or both, is applied, the

swelling immediately subsides, and the
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motion of the part becomes free. If it

should be argued, that the subsiding

of the tumour consists in a mere me-

chanical diffusion of its content s, through

the cells of the tela reticulata

;

I would

reply, that were it even so, this circum-

stance would greatly facilitate absorp-

tion of the fluid ;
but, that that does

not sufficiently account for the fact, is

proved, by Percussion producing the

same effects, even when applied at some

distance from the tumour. Thus, if ef-

fusion, in consequence of a sprain or

Rheumatic affection, takes place on one

side of the wrist, Percussion applied on

the opposite side, in the palm of the

hand, or a considerable way up the arm,

quickly and powerfully accelerates ab-

sorption.
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CASE XL
i

i » f ‘ • * * ’
i

'
t

On the 20th April, I was called to a

gentleman at the west end of Rose

Street, whom I found labouring under

symptoms of approaching Pneumonia
;

and calling immediately for the appara-

tus necessary in blood-letting, his land-

lady came into the room. On being

told what I was about to do, she said

she had as much need of having blood

let a& her lodger, but that she had a

mortal aversion at the very idea of such

an operation. On inquiry I found she

had been at the bleaching-green, where

she was instantaneously seized with a

violent stitch in her right side, that

compelled her to come home ;
that she

had taken a small quantity of whisky,

without, however, experiencing from it

any relief. The pain was situate
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between the top of the haunch bone

and short ribs, right side, and stretch-

ed forwards and downwards to the bot-

tom of the abdomen and along the

inner side of the thigh. I told her I

had not the least doubt of being able

to afford her relief, without having re-

course to the lancet
;
and taking hold of

a handkerchief which was lying on the

table, I tied it round her body as tight

as she could bear
;
when she im-

mediately declared the pain had abated.

When I had finished bleeding my other

patient, she requested me to draw the

Bandage tighter. This took place at

half-past two o’clock, and when I call-

ed at nine in the evening to see the

gentleman, I found his landlady free

from complaint and the Bandage laid

aside.

Had I been ignorant of the hap-

py effects of Bandages in the multi-

plicity of cases in which they are ap-
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plicable, I would have treated this wo-

man’s complaint in the usual way, by

blood-letting, blistering, &c. by which

she might have been prevented from

following her occupation for days

;

whereas, from the mode of cure adopt-

ed, she was not confined a single hour

;

nor was her system weakened in the

least degree, or rendered more suscepti-

ble of impression from cold.

To report such cases as this, may be

reckoned frivolous by some; but I submit

it to the common sense of mankind, if,

to prevent a serious disorder by so sim-

ple an application as that of a Bandage,

is not a matter of the first importance ?

To the soldier, to the sailor, to the

poor, to all who are at a distance from

medical aid, the knowledge of such

facts must be an acquisition of the

greatest value. I am far, however,

from asserting, that Bandages will prove

a, cure in every stage of such complaints
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as this. On the contrary I am con-

vinced, that had this patient delayed

their application twenty-four hours long-

er, nothing short of the lancet could

have availed. There is a wide dif-

ference betwixt the first attack, and an

advanced stage of a disease—betwixt a

purely topical affection, and a derange-

ment of the system. I have again and

again put a stop, by the timeous ap-

plication of Percussion followed by

Compression, to incipient inflamma-

tion,* arising both from contusion and

from cold affecting the system in gene-

ral. I have removed by Percussion

alone, a stitch, situate between the short

ribs and top of the haunch bone of

my left side, when so generally affected

with cold as to have severe headach,

slight sore throat, and insufferable heat

in the palms of my hands.
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These are facts, so far as I know, en-

tirely new, and strongly corroborative of

the hypothesis, That, in inflammation,

the branches ofarteries act with less force

than the trunks from which they arise.

For, if Percussion and Compression ob-

viate incipient inflammation* by stimu-

lating and supporting the vessels in

which congestion is beginning to take

place, (and it would be difficult to con-

ceive any other mode of operation they

can have), it may justly be inferred,

that the action of the branches of

an artery, in an inflamed part, is dif-

ferent from that of the trunk, and
t

that this difference consists in the ac-

tion of the former beingd iminished

:

in other words, that a Phlegmon owes

its swelling and redness to relaxa-

tion of the branches, not to increased

action of either these, or of the trunks

* See Note II.

i
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of the arteries, that supply it with blood.

For, if the elasticity of the trunks re-

main the same, while that of the

branches is diminished, more than their

due proportion of blood must be poured

into the latter, without any increased

action of the former.

But, independent of the facts, that

Percussion and Compression, if timeous-

ly applied, will often obviate inflamma-

tion, all the symptoms that distinguish

Phlegmon conspire to prove, that atony

of the capillary blood-vessels is to be

regarded as its proximate cause. On
this ground, we have endeavoured to

explain the swelling and redness
;

it re-

mains to account for the pulsation and

heat of the tumour. This I attempt,

by the enumeration of a few facts, the

truth of which dailv observation and

experience confirm.

We never hear, then, a patient com-

plain of heat and throbbing pain in a

/
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part, previous to that part being en-

larged. When the pain and heat of a

part first arrest the attention of a pa-

tient, a swelling or fulness of that part

is then first observed. The fact seems

to be, the swelling is the cause of the

throbbing, and this of the heat of the

part. When the minute vessels of a

part become unable to propel their con-

tents as usual, they suffer distention in

proportion. Hence compactness and

tension of the part ensue. But tension

of a part gives resistance to the trunks

of the arteries supplying that part, every

stroke of which is felt with a force equal

to the resistance. This we can imitate

at pleasure. If we tie a cord about a

finger, or a ligature about the arm, we

instantly feel a painful pulsation where

we felt none before
;
and if these liga-

tures were allowed to remain for any

length of time, we would soon have heat

in abundance.
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If, therefore, temporary obstruction

by ligature, occasion painful pulsation

and increase of temperature, it is rea-

sonable to suppose, that obstruction

arising from congestion in the minute

arteries of an inflamed part must be

productive of the same phenomena.

The increased heat, it is more than pro-

bable, arises from causes purely me-

chanical—depending on the same prin-

ciple on which heat is produced in an

anvil by the blows of a hammer. But,

as in Percussion the particles of the

body that strikes are put in motion

equally with those of the substance

struck, the action of the trunks of an

artery entering an inflamed part must

soon be increased; and if the part in-

flamed is extensive, its arteries will be

proportionally numerous and large, and

their excitement communicated with

celerity to the heart. Hence the de-
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rangement of the system always accom-

panying extensive inflammation.

I have thrown out these ideas as they

come in my way, founded, as they ap-

pear to me, on the facts of Percussion

and Compression being capable, in many

instances, of obviating spontaneous in-

flammation.
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CASE XII.

A lady in Hanover Street, was at-

tacked, in April 1814, with a violent

Rheumatic affection, at first in her

shoulders principally, but a short time

after, in her knees also, where it settled,

producing the most obstinate lameness.

During the summer she could walk very

little, but after November came in, none

at all. From this time she despaired of

receiving benefit from medicine, and.

therefore had no advice for five months

previous to my seeing her. I was called

on the 2d of May (1815) to this lady,

with whom I certainly would have at-

tempted nothing, but for the resolution

I had taken from the beginning, of put-

ting my mode of cure to the severest

trials that might oceur
; as the best

r
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means of, at once, either establishing its

reputation, or of disproving its utility.

This lady had not much pain, notwith-

standing which, her flesh and strength

had failed to a great degree: and, be-

ing naturally of a spare habit of body,

her legs, which were permanently fixed

in a slightly bent posture, were now re-

duced to little more than skin and bone.

She could neither rise up nor sit down,

nor, when sitting, raise her feet, espe-

cially the left, from the floor. When
she put them on a foot-stool, it was by

grasping each leg with both hands, a

little above the knee, and lifting it up.

It was impossible to make her stand,

even when supported; for, her limbs be-

ing entirely passive, refused to do their

office. When, therefore, she was lifted

up for the purpose of being set upon her

feet, she lay backwards in the arms of

her assistant, in a posture, betwixt the

erect and horizontal; and, when at-

tempts were made to bring the trunk of
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the body to a line with the extremities,

her feet moved, or, were rather pushed,

forwards before her, for she possessed

not the power of setting one foot before

the other; in other words, she could not

make progress.

Such was the helpless and hopeless

condition of this lady, when I first saw

her—a condition which I could not pro-

mise to meliorate in any great degree.

But as no harm could possibly arise, to

any human being, from my mode of

treatment, she was anxious to give it a

fair trial. I therefore commenced my
operations, by applying Friction all over

the knee-joints
; then by giving them

motion
;

lastly, by surrounding them
with Bandages. Motion of the joints,

for a considerable length of time, at

every operation, how small soever the

extent to which they were capable of

being moved, would, I hoped, promote

the secretion of tbe synQvial liquor in
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their cavities, and thus increase the

range of flexion and extension. This

part of our operations was attended with

very little pain, but a great deal of cre-

pitus ; a circumstance that, of all others,

shews most clearly, the baneful effects

of indulging, with perfect rest, joints af-

fected with Rheumatism. There is no

organ in the human body whose func-

tion is not promoted by exercise. There

is more Saliva secreted in the time of

chewing our food, than during all the

other hours of the day and night.

For a considerable time this lady

found no alteration from the treatment

she underwent; except that, she felt ful-

ly more power in her knees when sur-

rounded with the Bandages. After the

lapse of about three weeks, however, this
,

power was found to have increased im-

perceptibly, to a degree so considerable,

that she could with great facility, lift

her left foot, even to the height of more

i
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than a foot from the floor. This was a

degree of success far beyond what either

the patient or myself expected, in so

short a time. From this moment, there-

fore, we began to entertain more san-

guine hopes of a favourable result to

our exertions, than we dared indulge at

the beginning. The consequence was,

that what was begun with little expect-

ation, was now prosecuted with a vigour

inspired by certainty, of success. Still,

however, little or no advance was made

at standing
;
nor were flexion and ex-

tension perceptibly improved.

About this time, (early in June) I

began the use of Percussion with some

of my other patients, and with what

success, may be seen in their cases. 1

therefore now applied it strenuously to

this lady, and with the happiest effects.

The flexor tendons became more pliant

and elongated; flexion and extension of

course more free. She soon acquired
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the power of rising to her feet, and sup-

porting herself in this position, by her

hands thrown behind her, and resting

on the arms of her chair. Then, when

supported, she could make progress

through the room; her limbs, however,

still far before the axis of the trunk of

her body. Her legs now became more

plump in appearance, and firmer to the

touch. By degrees the trunk of the

body and inferior extremities approach-

ed to a straight line, and now she walk-

ed through the room with a person on

each side supporting her. A short time

after she attained this degree of im-

provement, her servant observed to her,

that she felt not near so heavy as usual,

that she was much more easily support-

ed in her journeys through the room,

—

a circumstance, that indicated increased

power in the limbs.

In the month of August I advised her

to the country, and to ride out in a cart
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as often as she could. From the rough-

ness of this mode of gestation, I ex-

pected she would derive great benefit,

and I was not disappointed. On the

3d day of September, I expressed ,a

wish, as I had not seen her for some

time, to see what progress she had made,

since going to the country. At this,

she started to her feet with great agility,

and placing, at my desire, a hand on

each of my arms, in order to give her

steadiness, followed me slowly through

the room. I now considered my ef-

forts, in this case, as crowned with com-

plete success, and that this lady re-

quired a little practice only, to be en-

abled to walk out, without any aid what-

ever. I did not visit her aoain till the

24th September, when she walked all

over a large dining-room, with much
greater confidence than before, and with

a hold, by one hand only, of my arm.

H
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Thus was this lady, after having lost

the use of her limbs entirely, for five

months, again put upon her feet, with-

out receiving one particle of medicine

internally.

/
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CASE XIII.

A young Lady in the neighbourhood

of Edinburgh, being overtaken, near

home, by a thunder-storm, one day

early in the month of August 1814,

was making haste to escape into the

house, when she made a false step,

which brought her to the ground, with

her left leg bent backwards under her.

At first she thought her ankle was the

part that had principally suffered
;
but

a little time only elapsed, when she

found her knee-joint to have sustained

the most serious injury. From this

time forward she was unable to lean

her weight upon the joint, or to walk,

unless supported by a person on each

side. For nine months every thing

was tried, at all likely to afford her re-

lief, but without any evident advan-
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tage. Latterly, blisters were prescribed,

which discharged so copiously, as to

alarm the patient’s friends for her

strength. They were therefore discon-

tinued.

On the 11th of May 1815 I was call-

ed, and found her general health far

from being firm
;

which, indeed, was

the case previous to the occurring of

the accident
;
and there is little doubt,

had its influence in retarding the cure.

The swelling was not great, but general,

round the knee—more prominent on

the outside above the joint, and puffy

among the flexor tendons. In the

sheaths • of these tendons effusion had

taken place, which was now condensed

;

and when rubbed, produced that crepi-

tus so characteristic of Rheumatic af-

fections of some standing, of the cover-

ings of joints and tendons. For about

a hand-breadth from the Patella up-

wards, and quite defined at the upper
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edge, the Aponeurosis was thickened,

hard, and exquisitely sensible to the

touch. To such a degree, indeed, that

the very idea of the weight of a feather

resting upon it was quite intolerable to

the patient.

At the inner side of the Patella, di-

rectly upon the joint, or, where the

bones of the leg and thigh come in con-

tact when the limb is extended, there

was a point of great tenderness. At the

back part of the joint, between the flexor

tendons, there was another point, more

puffy than the surrounding parts, and in

which frequent lancinating pains occur-

red. The limb remained permanently,

in a slight degree bent, and possessed a

very small range of flexion and exten-

sion. The Patella was nearly fixed, and

every attempt to move it occasioned

great pain.

The friends of this young lady

were extremely apprehensive that her

complaint was White swelling. Nor

t
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was it an easy matter to say, whe-

ther it was, or was not. Some symp-

toms, the two painful points, for in-

stance, on the anterior and posterior

surfaces of the joint, conjoined with the

state of the patient’s general health,

strongly indicated something of this

kind. Other symptoms, as the effusion

in the sheaths of the tendons, the painful

and thickened state of the Aponeurosis

on the anterior part of the thigh, toge-

ther with the fact, of cold always aggra-

vating, and heat relieving, the pain, dis-

posed me to consider the affection as

partaking of the nature of Rheumatism,

induced by the violence done to the

parts. With this view of the case I

commenced my operations, and with

hopes of success, any thing but sanguine.

The general tenderness and irritability of

the parts, alive to every the slightest ex-

ternal impression, precluded, at first

sight, the possibility of Compression.
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After applying Friction, however, in the

gentlest manner possible, I surrounded

the joint with a Bandage, which the pa-

tient bore for an hour. Encouraged by

the success of this first attempt, I pro-

ceeded in the same manner daily, for a

considerable time, the Bandage gradu-

ally becoming much more sufferable.

After the lapse of about three weeks,

symptoms of amendment began to shew

themselves. I could now apply Friction
*

with greater freedom
;
the patient could

sit for hours together with both feet on

the floor, or on a foot-stool
; whereas,

Avhen I first saw her, she could not suf-

fer the leg affected to be off the sofa on

which she sat, for two minutes running.

She could now walk a little without aid

from any other person
;
the puffiness

among the flexor tendons began to sub-

side, and a crepitus was no longer per-

ceivable there. The lancinating pain

at the posterior part of the joint, became
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less frequent and less severe
;
the ten-

der point on the anterior surface could

also be handled with more freedom

;

but the Patella itself still remained im-

moveable, and flexion and extension

very little improved.

It was about this time (beginning of

June) that I began the use of Percus-

sion, and this young lady was among

the first to whom I applied it. From
this time forward, amelioration of all

the symptoms was greatly accelerated.

The Patella became easily moveable

;

the flexor tendons elongated
;
she could

sit whole days with both feet upon the

floor
;

she could suffer the Bandage,

day and night, without interruption
;

she now walked through the whole

house, planting her foot much more

firmly, and with much less hesitation

and dread
;
and, about the middle of

July, came down two pair of stairs,

walked across the park into the garden.
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and presented me with a rose. This

she did in order to shew me the degree

of improvement to which she had ar-

rived
;
and my feelings, on the occasion,

may be more easily conceived than de-

scribed. The consciousness of having

rescued a fellow-creature, more espe-

cially a fine young woman, from des-

pondency and distress, by a mode of

cure, new, and entirely my own, was to

me a reward of the highest considera-

tion—a reward which it falls to the lot

of fewr to receive.

I (
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CASE XIV.

Madame Rey de la Ruaz, a French

lady, long resident, and well known, in

Edinburgh, is the next whose case I

shall relate. And I think I may ven-

ture to affirm, that there is not upon re-

cord a more brilliant instance of the

power of any remedy, than is here ex-

hibited, of that of Friction, Percussion,

and Bandages combined. A disease

that has existed a great length of time-

—

so untractable as to yield to no mode of

treatment hitherto pursued
;

that has

sapped the foundations of the patient’s

constitution, making havoc of almost

every part of the body, annihilating

some, and impairing all, the functions

of the extremities, must be admitted to

be a test sufficiently decisive, of the su-

periority, to all others, of that mode of
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cure to which it is found to give way.

Upon this lady’s case alone, therefore,

could I produce no other, would I wil-

lingly rest the credit of my discovery

;

regardless alike, while I can appeal to

facts, of the cavils arising from an af-

fected distrust in new remedies, of some

practitioners; and of the opposition, that

proceeds from still worse principles, in

others.

I was called to Madame Rey on the

15th May, (1815) when, without telling

half of the truth, she gave me such an

account of her situation as determined

me to decline accepting of her as a pa-

tient. I was convinced I could do her

no manner of service. When, there-

fore, she had finished her discourse, I

took my hat and bade her good day.

She told me I must not go away ; for,

though for a long time back she had lost

all hope of ever having her condition

meliorated even, still she had con-
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ceived so favourable an opinion of my
mode of cure, that she was determined

to give it a fair trial
; and warned me

not to regard the pain I might occasion

her, nor to be discouraged by the little

appearance of success that, for a while,

might attend my exertions. For, said

she, “ if you should fail in the end, it

cannot discredit your mode of cure with

regard to other cases, less inveterate

than mine. At all events, you will be

in no other situation than some other

practitioners, of the first eminence, who

have preceded you.” An address like

this, it was impossible to resist, how-

ever vain the attempt might appear.

Such candour and resolution rendered

me totally regardless of the discredit

that a complete failure, (and I antici-

pated nothing else,) might bring upon

my method of curing Rheumatism.

Madame Rey inherited gout, she

said, and was subject to it since she was
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six years of age. And, some of her

friends predicted, that should I succeed

in relieving the affected joints, it would

be at the expence of driving the gout

into her stomach, which would kill her

at once. No attention, however, was

paid to these representations. I pro-

ceeded to examine the state of the

parts of which she most complained.

All her fingers were extremely weak,

some of them swelled, others so ex-

quisitely painful, that she could not

suffer them to be touched. At my
first visit I touched, by accident, the

point of her right thumb, which almost

occasioned fainting. She could not

lift a wine glass with one hand, but she

contrived to do it with both, by turn-

ing their backs to each other. Both

wrist-joints were stiff and painful, but

the left could not be moved without

the greatest suffering. Both elbow-

joints were greatly affected. The left
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did not possess half the natural range

of flexion and extension. On each

Humerus, immediately above the inner

condyle, a large tumour was situate,

so painful that it could not be touched,

without making the patient cry out.

All the muscles covering the Humeri

were, from origin to insertion, rigid,

knotted, thickened. The Deltoid mus-

cles felt like two boards
;
the connec-

tions of the Clavicles with the shoul-

ders, and the joints at their flexures,

the patient could not suffer to be

touched. She could not lift a hand to

her head. At the under and back part

of the right Scapula, there was an ex-

tremely painful tumour, that prevented

all motion of that bone
;
and a little

farther down, on the opposite side, was

another still larger. From these tu-

mours, pains shot along both sides of the

spine to the muscles of the neck, render-

ing motion of it, and of all the interme-
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diate and neighbouring partsextreme-

ly difficult. At the top of each haunch-

bone there was a large, painful tumour.

Particular points of the Sacrum and its

connections, especially with the Coccyx,

were so tender, that they could not be

handled but in the most cautious and

delicate manner. The weight of a fin-

ger, rashly applied, occasioned the most

excruciating torture. All about the

hip-joints, great Trochanters, as also the

origins of the muscles of the thigh, were

extremely painful. The muscles them-

selves were, through their whole course,

tender to the touch, and painful on be-

ing compressed. On the outside of each

thigh, a little above the knee-joint, there

was a tumour of considerable size, and

extremely painful. The Fascia of the

muscles and sheaths of the tendons

were thickened, knotty, and puffy. The
flexor muscles were so contracted, that

their tendons were to the joints, as the
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string is to the bow. The coverings of

the joints themselves were thickened,

puffy, and extremely tender
;
the range

of flexion and extension, of course, very

small.

I was not a little surprised, when

Madame Rey first shewed me her legs,

to find them tightly surrounded with a

flannel roller. I asked her how long;

she had used Bandages, who suggested

them, and for what purpose? She told

me she had used them for five years

;

that they were recommended by a young

gentleman of the medical profession

who lodged with her, with the view of

obviating a distressing oedema (watery

swelling) of her feet and legs ;—that

she found they prevented the accumu-

lation of water;— that after it was ab-

sorbed she continued them as a pre-

ventive ;—and that, when afterwards the

pains became severe, she found she

could check them by increasing the
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tightness of the Bandages. Here, then,

was a strong corroboration of my prac-

tice—such a corroboration as I have met

with in many instances. But what did

the knowledge of such facts signify?

They were made the foundation of no

structure—no practice was instituted

upon them. It is plain that in Madame
Rey’s case, Bandages were neither re-

commended nor adopted, as a cure for

Rheumatism. That they were benefi-

cial in this respect, she discovered by

accident, but never dreamed they were

applicable beyond her own person. The
knowledge, therefore, that Madame
Rey, her adviser, and all others that I

-

have met with, or heard of, concerning

the advantage to be derived from Com-
pression in Rheumatism, is similar, but

inferior, to that of the barbarian in re-

gard to his sling. He is well acquaint-

ed with its projectile powers, in the

hands of every man that can manage it,

i
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though totally ignorant of the laws of

centrifugal force.

That Madame Rey had no just idea

of the use of Bandages in Rheumatism,

was proved by the dreadful effects pro-

duced on her limbs, by their improper

application. Finding she could check

paroxysms of pain by increasing the

Compression, she continued the Ban-

dages as a preventive ; and applied

them, daily, so tight, that it was asto-

nishing her limbs had not mortified long

before I saw her. As the case stood,

her feet and legs had not the appear-

ance of the rest of her body, which was

moderately plump. Livid in some parts,

and of a tallowy, death-like whiteness

in others, they had more the appearance

of the limbs of a mummy, than of a liv-

ing being. It was with great difficulty,

notwithstanding, that I persuaded Ma-

dame Rey, she had done almost irrepa-

rable mischief by her Bandages—that
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in her hands they had produced effects

the very opposite of those for which I

prescribed them. Bandages, when pro-

perly applied, powerfully promote cir-

culation in parts affected with Rheuma-

tism
;
Madame Rey applied them with

a degree of tightness that prevented cir-

culation, almost altogether.

What muscular substance remained

on the bones of this lady’s legs was hard

and knotty—partly, I presume, from

general obstruction of circulation, part-

ly from the inequality with which the

Bandages were applied.

Such was Madame Rey’s condition

when I first saw her. Her head, and a

small part of the anterior of the trunk

of her body, were indeed the only parts

free from disease
;
and she had not walk-

ed a step for eight years! It must not

be imagined, however, that I discovered

all her complaints in one day. Weeks
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had elapsed before I ascertained the

one-half of them. This need be no;

matter of surprise; for there were many
parts which the patient had no idea of

being diseased until they were examin-

ed. I therefore began with the most

obvious, and had the satisfaction of re-

moving, in a few days, the pains from

the fingers
;
so that she could grasp any

thing with her hands, assist at dressing

and undressing herself, and do many

things about her person of which she

was before incapable. This she con-

sidered a most valuable improvement.

It inspired her with new hope and fresh

courage. Still the pains of the wrist,

elbow, and shoulder-joints were severe

;

the tumours at the inner condyle of the

Humerus, and on the back, were undi-

minislied ;
and the muscles of the arm

rigid and thick. Soon, however, the

pains in these parts became more mo-

derate, and the tumours began to de-
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crease. The muscles became thin and

pliant, and the motion of all the joints

of the superior extremities much more

free. I have before observed, that when

I was called to Madame Rey she could

not put a hand to her head. By the ap-

plication of Friction, Percussion, and

Bandages, she was enabled in the course

of a month, to clasp her hands behind

her neck ;
to throw a shawl round her

with great facility, and to sew for hours

together.

The inferior extremities proved much

more obstinate. The tumours on the

outsides of the thighs, the thickness

about the joints, and rigidity of the

flexor tendons, resisted, for a long time,

every exertion. About midsummer,

however, a decisive advantage was gaim-

ed over all these affections. About this

time (end of June) I had prevailed on

the patient to lay aside the Bandages

from her legs altogether. The effect
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was wonderful. The limbs quickly ac-

quired a natural, healthy colour, and a

plumpness proportionate to the rest of

the extremities. Having gained so many
advantages, I thought my patient ought

now to attempt the use of her legs. It

was all in vain. They would not sup-

port her. I inquired if her feet, of

which she had not complained, were in

a serviceable condition ? She said they

were. When I applied Percussion to

the soles, however, she changed tune.

They were extremely pained. They had

been tied up in the same manner as the

legs, to an excessive tightness. Percus-

sion roused their dormant powers to ac-

tion
;
which was attended, at first, with

excruciating pain, but no sooner was

circulation re-established, than the pains

disappeared. Having, in a few days,

removed the pains from the feet, I again

put the limbs in a state of requisition ;
but

they refused to serve. The cause of this
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inability to stand, I was at some loss to

explain : for the patient had now the

command of her feet, of her legs, and of

her knee-joints. I had frequently, from

the beginning of my attendance, inquir-

ed if she had any complaint about the

hip-joints, the back, or the seat-bones?

She always replied in the negative. I now

represented the necessity of ascertaining

these points, when I discovered the facts

above related. It may appear surpris-

ing this lady was not more aware of the

number and extent of the evils under

which she laboured. But this, I appre-

hend, is to be accounted for, from the

inaction of the parts for so great a

length of time. Besides, it is well

knovhi, that in many instances, Rheu-

matic pains, after having raged and

committed the most dreadful havoc, for

many years, disappear entirely, without

any known cause, leaving the patients

emaciated, debilitated, crippled. If, in
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such cases, attempts are made to renew

circulation in the parts that have suffeiv

ed, we may, a priori conclude, that such

attempts will be attended with pain.

Idaving ascertained, what I long sus-

pected, that one great cause of the im
ability of my patient’s limbs to support

her body, was referable to the origins,

and neighbouring parts, of the muscles

arising from the trunk
;

I applied my
mode of cure with great and rapid suc-

cess. The first proof of the limbs hav-

ing acquired some strength, was the pa-

tient’s being now (middle of July) able

to rise from her chair without aid. This

she could no more have done when 1

first saw her, than she could have sprung

into the moon, at a leap. When the

weather set in very warm, her whole

frame became extremely relaxed and

feeble: and, about the middle of Au-

gust, she contracted a severe cold, which

threw her into a fever of some days’
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continuance. From these causes com-

bined, her farther progress in regaining

strength, was retarded for a long time.

In such circumstances, we were very

glad we could preserve the advantage

already obtained. After September

came in, and that she had enjoyed a

fortnight’s relaxation from teaching, my
patient again started, and has ever since

held on her course most gloriously.

About the middle of this month (Sep-

tember) she began to walk across her

room upon Crutches. Soon after this,

she came to use one Crutch only, leaning

on another person with her other arm.

About the end of the month, she step-

ped out, a few paces, without Crutches,

stick, or any aid whatever. In the first

week of October, she laid aside, in a

great measure, her Merlin chair. Now,

(14th October) she makes short jour-

neys through her room, sometimes with

a stick in her hand, sometimes without;
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and, when she has occasion to go from

room to room, she uses her Crutches.

The Bandages are all laid aside except

to the knees.

Thus, to the astonishment of man,

woman, and child, who knew her for-

mer condition, have I made a complete

cure of Madame Bey, by Friction, Per-

cussion, and Compression alone. She

never received a particle of medicine

from me, a few laxative pills and a sa-

line julep when she was feverish, ex-

cepted. But surprise at this lady’s re-

covery must be greatly heightened,

when it is considered, that I had to

contend, not only with a most inve-

terate disease that had, before I saw

her, baffled the efforts of some of the

most eminent practitioners in Edin-

burgh
;
but with circumstances, in their

nature extremely prejudicial to the

health of all who are exposed to their

influence. These were, a small, ill-
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aired house, and confinement from

teaching, from nine o’clock in the

morning, with very little intermission,

till seven in the afternoon. Her rooms

were so close and suffocatingly hot, that

she took others in George Street, to

which she entered at the beginning of

September. From this time forward

she acquired strength rapidly. There

is, indeed, every reason to conclude,

that had Madame 11ey had nothing to

do, from the time I first saw her (15th

May) but to take care of her health,

she could have walked abroad by the

middle of July.

I congratulate this excellent, meri-

torious woman, upon her restoration

to independence; I congratulate those

who are still martyrs to Rheumatism
;

I congratulate all mankind, that a

cure is at last discovered, for one of

the most harassing and painful dis-
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eases to which human nature is liable,

—a disease, in its nature so obstinate,

as to have hitherto set at defiance, the

utmost efforts of the healing art,

*v j > :
i
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CASE XV.

Jenny More, aged twenty-three, com-

plained on the 18th May 1815, ofgeneral

weakness, langour, and sickness, preced-

ed and accompanied with swelling of her

feet and pain in her ankle-joints, which

rendered her very lame. Her tongue

was foul, and she had some degree of

fever. She had a Rheumatic fever about

twelve months before
;
when her sur-

geon told her she might lay her account

with frequent attacks of the disease, in

one form or another, unless she took

the greater care of herself. The re-

collection of this caution, made her ap-

prehensive of being again laid up, at a

distance as she was, from all her

friends. I was visiting, at this time,

in the family where she served, and

where she had all the comfort, and re-
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ceived all the attention and kindness,

she could desire.

I ordered her two drachms of Epsom
salts, morning and evening—to be con-

tinued for some days. Percussion and

Bandages were, at the same time, ap-

plied to her feet and ankles, when she

immediately walked much better. This

operation was repeated daily, for about

a week only, when her sickness, lan-

gour, fever, pains and swelling of her

feet, left her, and she walked with per-

fect ease and freedom.

In this case, I am convinced, the

timeous application of Percussion and

Bandages prevented an attack of Acute

Rheumatism. For the derangement of

the system must be considered as en-

tirely symptomatic. And though the

neutral salt may have contributed to

lessen the phlogistic diathesis of the

blood
;

it cannot be supposed to have

been capable of removing, so quickly at
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least, the pains and swelling from the

feet and ankles. Had I not been visit-

ing, therefore, in the family at the time,

it is more than probable, the girl would

have held out as long as she could pos-

sibly have done her work. Her com-

plaints, in the mean time, would have

gained ground rapidly, and would have

terminated, there is little doubt, in the

Acute form of the disease, under which

she laboured. Here, then, is another

instance of the truth of our inference.

That, were it even admitted that Ban-

dages were applicable with effect, prin-

cipally in Chronic, it is evident they

may operate, in many instances, as pre-

ventives, at least, of Acute Rheuma-
tism.

Some weeks afterwards, this girl got

a Rheumatic affection in her loins,

stretching downwards, to the connec-

tions of the Os Sacrum, on both sides.

When she called on me I desired her
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to shew me how she could stoop. She

came down, with the points of her fin-

gers, to about the middle of the leg*

but could by no means reach the foot.

I applied Percussion all over the parts

affected, when she immediately touched,

with her hand, the point of her shoe.

* I desired her to call on me every day,

till the pain should be permanently re-

moved
;
but she did not make her ap-

pearance again
;
and when I enquired,

some time after, into the reasons of

her conduct, she said, that the pain

never returned, and that, therefore, she

did not wish to give me any farther

trouble.
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CASE XVL

On the 9th June 1815, I was called

to Perth, to visit J. C. Esq. who had for

four years and a half been afflicted with

Rheumatism to a most distressing de-

gree. To that degree indeed, that Dr.

Wood, in a letter to me, dated 30th

May, 'describes him to be “ so lame that

he cannot move, nor can he bear to be

moved or touched without crying out.

Many of the joints are enlarged, and his

fingers in particular much distorted; in

fine, you can scarcely conceive a person

in a more miserable situation.—In my
opinion, his case is quite desperate.

—

To add to all his other infirmities, Mr.

C. is about seventy years of age.”

Such is the outline given by Dr.

Wood, of the situation of his patient:—

-

More particularly—From rigidity and
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swelling of the muscles of the left side

of the neck, Mr. C.’s head inclined a

good deal to the right, and was incapa-

ble of rotatory motion. He complain-

ed also of pain, and of an uneasy burn-

ing sensation along the whole spine, but

particularly between the shoulder-blades,

rendering motion of the shoulders and

trunk of the body quite intolerable.

The left shoulder-joint was pained and

enlarged, but still capable of motion.

Both elbow-joints were enlarged, and

painful to the touch
;
the right possess-

ing a little, the left no motion what-

ever. The right wrist-joint was move-

able in a slight degree, the left appeared

completely anchylosed. The fingers of

both hands were distorted in every di-

rection. Two of them were turned al-

most perpendicularly upwards, a cir-

cumstance I never witnessed or dream-

ed of before. In one word, it is impos-

sible for imagination to paint the havoc
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Rheumatism had made of this gentle-

man. He could not stand, on account

of weakness of his knees, which were

enlarged and red
;
and when struck with

the fingers, produced, not a crepitus on-

ly, but a rattling as of dice in a box, or

of bones in a bag, unconnected with each

other. The ankle-joints possessed pret-

ty free motion, but the feet and legs

were oedematous and knotty.—To at-

tempt to remedy such a case as this,

appeared, at first sight, to be presump-

tion and folly.

On being introduced to Mr. C. I de-

sired him to touch the point of his nose

with the thumb of the left hand. This,

he assured me, it was utterly impossible

for him to do
;
not having had any such

command of his arm for years past. I

insisted he should make the attempt
;

which he did, but, in vain. The only

effect produced was excruciating pain of

the elbow-joint
; for he could not raise
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his arm from the support on which it

rested. I grasped his elbow-joint with

my right hand, embracing those points

in which he felt pain on attempting mo-
tion

;
when he gradually raised his hand

to his face without any other aid than

mere Compression. This he did four

times successively, in the way just stat-

ed, and twice without any assistance

whatever. All this happened in ten

minutes time from my being introduced

to Mr. C. Having applied Friction

and Percussion, with a freedom which

neither Mr. C. nor any of his family

imagined he could have suffered, I sur-

rounded the extremities with Bandages,

Which he bore without inconvenience.

The same mode of treatment, Bandages

excepted, was applied to the back and

neck with the happiest effects.

June 11th.—Feels general uneasiness

to-day, with increased pain of the joints.

Wind changed, during the night, from
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south-west to north-east. Weather

cloudy, with heavy falls of rain. Baro-

meter below changeable, and falling.

Ordered at one o’clock P. M. the legs

and arms to be pressed and grasped

above the clothes, and Percussion to the

joints. These removed the sense of

weight and uneasiness under which the

patient laboured, and produced lightness

and cheerfulness of spirits
;

so that he

spent the remainder of the day very

agreeably. As Mr. C. did not complain

of pain in the left wrist-joint, which

was immoveably fixed, Dr. Wood and I

concluded that complete Anchylosis had

taken place. I notwithstanding treated

it on the supposition that we might be

mistaken on this head
;
and had the

happiness to effect very perceptible mo-

tion of it to-day. This, in my opinion,

is to be attributed in a great measure to

the Percussion employed. Bandages

and Friction, if they could have pro-
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duced such effects at all, certainly could

not have done so, in so very short a time.

And, though this is by no means the

first instance in which I have success-

fully employed that mode of cure, yet

its application was here so quickly and

decisively efficient, that I think this the

proper place to give my reasons for

adopting it.

Ever since I discovered the utility of

Bandages and Friction, in the cure of

Rheumatism, I never failed to give re-

lief where the disease was recent, when

it was seated chiefly in the muscles, or,

where the joints were only superficially

affected.—But where the disease was of

long standing, and had struck its roots

deep into the joints
;
or, when consider-

able effusion had taken place, I fre-

quently found this mode of cure, if at

all applicable, very slow in its opera-

tion. This cannot be matter of sur-

prise to any ope. The irregular surfa-
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ees of joints often preclude the possi-

bility of compressing the very parts

in fault. Articular surfaces, synovial

glands, can neither be compressed by

Bandages nor stimulated by Friction.*

Besides, the coverings of joints are of-

ten so thickened and tender, as to ren-

der Compression, in any degree, into-

lerable.

In this state of things, I did not de-

spair of being able to attack Rheuma-

tism, in even these its strong holds.

Reflecting on the well-known practice

of exposing to a fall of water, limbs that

have been severely sprained, for the

purpose of reducing the swelling, which

often in such cases continues for a great

length of time, and of restoring tone to

the parts
;

I concluded that such effects

depend entirely on the concussion pro-

duced. By this njeans a tremulous

* See Note III.
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motion is given to the minutest vessels,

' which are thereby excited to action.

Hence circulation and absorption, for-

merly in a languid, are now restored to

a healthy state. Therefore, as the de-

bility and effusion consequent on vio-

lent sprains, are extremely similar to

the debility and effusion accompanying

many cases of Rheumatism, it occurred

to me, that if motion similar to that

produced in a sprained limb by the

dashing of cold water upon it, could by

any means be communicated to the in-

ternal parts of joints affected with

Rheumatism, equally beneficial results

might be obtained in the one case as in

the other.

I was the more confirmed in this opi-

nion from the consideration also, of the

great benefit derived by Rheumatic pa-

tients from riding on horseback. For,

it is extremely probable, the good thus
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obtained does not depend* so much

on the quantum of perspirable matter

thrown out of the body, as upon the

gentle and equable stimulus given to

every part, by the jolting motion. To

imitate these, therefore,—the motion

produced by the dashing of cold water

on a particular part, or, that communi-

cated to the whole frame by the motion

of a horse, now became the Desider-

atum.

For this purpose, nothing appeared

to me so well adapted as the vis percus-

sions gently applied. This, I thought,

might overcome the vis inertice of the

vessels situate beyond the reach of Com-
pression. I made trial of it, and found

it to exceed my most sanguine expecta-

tions. I have often by this means pro-

duced, in a joint, almost instantaneously,

a degree of motion which Friction and

* See Note IV.
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Compression would have required many
days to effect. I have often, at the

first visit, and in a very short time,

given motion to the Patella, which had

been fixed for months before. The dis-

advantage arising from the difficulty of

applying Bandages to the shoulders, to

the whole of the spine, to the upper

parts of the thighs, now disappeared. I

have again and again, of late, made peo-

ple, who, on account of Lumbago, could

not stoop so far as to reach their hands

to their knees, plunge to the ground

with both hands at a time, and this in a

very few minutes.—Percussion reaches

every part, stimulates every vessel, and

demonstrates, by its effects, the just-

ness of our Theory, That the proximate

cause of Rheumatism is impeded circu-

lation in the capillary vessels.

June 17.—Having succeeded in in-

structing Mrs. C. and a principal ser-

vant, to go through all the operations
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necessary, I left my patient to-day ;
and,

in a state very different from that in

which I found him.—His head which

was fixed to one side, now possessed

free rotatory motion—the swelling of

the neck almost gone—the pain of the

spine which confined the trunk to one

posture, entirely removed—the left el-

bow-joint much less pained, and posses-

sing a much greater degree of motion.

Mr. C. was always helped to snuff be-

fore, but can now take it without aid

—

can help himself to bread and take a

glass of wine with his own hand. His

legs are much more pliant and soft

—

he can move them backwards and for-

wards with freedom, and stamp with his

heels upon the floor.—He can now be

lifted to change his position, without

much uneasiness; which, owing to the

pain of his back and arms, occasioned

formerly, inexpressible torture. In one

word, the condition of this gentlemap
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has, in the course of one week, been so

meliorated, that he can now spend his

time agreeably to himself and all around
%

him.
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CASE XVII.

Elizabeth Mackenzie, aged twenty,

servant to a Farmer at Kilsyth, near Glas-

gow, was seized, in the depth of winter,

(1814-15) with a variety of inflamma-

tory complaints, which terminated in a

Rheumatic affection of her feet and

legs, that deprived her of their use, for

the space of four months
;
and might

have done so, for aught I know, for as

many years, if not for life, had she met

with no other than the usual treatment

of such complaints. She remained in

her master’s, after being taken ill, for

about two months; and through his

humanity, had the benefit of medical

aid from Glasgow. As, however, there

was no appearance of recovery, she was

sent, about the beginning of May, in a

covered cart, to her friends in Perth

;
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where she remained, attended by very

respectable practitioners, till the 9th of

June, without experiencing any ad-

vantage.

Alarmed with the idea of being a

cripple for life, she now resolved to try

the Royal Infirmary. With this inten-

tion, she came to Edinburgh about the

middle of June
;
and from the circum-

stance of my knowing her father when

he was in the army, applied to me for

a certificate. I was in the country, and

she waited a week, till my return. The

first look I got of her, convinced me
she was in for consumption

;
and in

this opinion I was confirmed by the

history of her complaints. They com-

menced with spitting of blood.

When about to write out her certifi-

cate, I chanced, without the least inten-

tion that she should become my pa-

tient, to say, that had her complaints

been merely Rheumatic, I might, per-
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haps, have rendered her application to

the Hospital unnecessary. She catch-

ed my words, and insisted to be taken

under my care. At this time she

walked with as much difficulty as it is

possible to conceive of any human

being, at all capable of locomotion.

But having applied Friction, Percus-

sion, and Bandages, to the ankle-joints,

the chief seat of her complaints, she

stepped out tolerably well. She under-

went this operation, for a quarter of an

hour, four successive days only, when

she walked as well as ever she did in

her life
;
and two days afterwards, laid

aside the Bandages entirely. From
this time forward, her general health,

from being able, I presume, to take air

and exercise, steadily improved. So

quickly, indeed, was it re-established,

that, instead of returning to her friends,

she took service in the vicinity of Edin-

burgh. I have seen her every fort-
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night since, three or four times sue-

cessively,—she lias had no return of

her pains—is plump and strong, en-

joying as perfect health as she can de-

sire.
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CASE XVIII.

Nearly allied to the above case, was

that of Mr. Donald Coghill, merchant

in Thurso; who, having catched a vio-

lent cold in the spring, was, in the end,

completely incapacitated from walking,

by a Rheumatic affection of his ankle-

joints and soles of his feet. Before I

saw him, which was in June 1815, he

had been ill for a month or six weeks,

and had undergone, with little advan-

tage, the treatment usually employed

in such cases. His medical adviser, a

most respectable gentleman, barely per-

mitted his patient to come up to Edin-

burgh, as was his custom annually; tell-

ing him, according to the report of the

latter, that, as he would not have oc-

casion to walk much, the jaunt would
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amuse him, and could do him verv lit-
«/

tie harm.

Every other practitioner, I believe,

would have acted in the same way.

But what does this indicate? It de-

monstrates that, the true nature of

Rheumatism is not yet understood.

Hitherto, patient and practitioner have

conspired, to spare the parts affected.

This is to confirm, not to cure,—this is

to rivet, not to remove, the disease.

For, if Percussion and Compression are

beneficial, in proportion only as they

facilitate motion (and few, I presume,

will now deny this), it must be admit-

ted that, indulgence and rest are the

very food of Rheumatism. Several

da;ys before Mr. Coghill arrived, his

father, also a merchant in Caithness,

gave me a most piteous account of the

situation of his son. After enquiring

minutely into the circumstances of the

case, I told the old gentleman, that I

/
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had no doubt of being able, in a very

short time, to make his son travel

home, on foot if he pleased, to Johnny

Groat’s House. When the patient made

his appearance, I found the pains of

which he complained, lodged in one

loot, among the Tarsal bones, towards

the inner side
;

in the other foot, a-

mong the Tarsal bones, striking through

the heel, and along the sole. He was

very lame. I applied Percussion and

Bandages, with immediate good effects.

This process was repeated for some

days with increasing advantage
;

till

one evening, in going through the

operation, the patient himself used a

degree of force that did him great in-

jury. Next day he walked with great

difficulty. What was very singular,

however, he immediately felt greatly

relieved, on having Percussion applied

gently, for some length of time. This

gentleman was under my care, not Ion-
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ger altogether, than ten days, during

which he walked, on account of busi-

ness, a great deal more than he ought.

Had not this been the case—had lie

contented himself with a degree of ex-

ercise becoming a convalescent, he

would have been perfectly well before

he left this place. As the case stood,

however, he was so near being com-

pletely well, that a stranger would not

have perceived any defect in his gait.

I received a letter from this gentle-

man, dated Thurso, 12th September,

in which he states, That as soon as he

got home and took moderate exercise,

he got perfectly well.

v
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CASE XIX.

June 29, (1815,) Mr. Thomas Lawson,

aged eighteen, was laid up on the 24th,

with Rheumatism over almost all his bo-

dy. Pulse, to-day at ten o’clock A. M. 96

;

skin hot, although covered with a pro-

fuse perspiration; tongue white; bowels

rather costive. Has no motion of the

right arm on account of excruciating

pain in the shoulder.-—Cannot move his

legs in the least degree.—Both extensor

and flexor muscles of the thigh slightly

pained at their origin, but at their in-

sertion cannot be touched.—Consider-

able effusion all round the knee-joints.

—

Left ankle-joint and Tendo Achillis

much pained.—Lies in bed, in short,

like a log of wood, without the least

command of either trunk or extremi-
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ties, left arm excepted. Applied Per-

cussion and Bandages.

Nine o’clock P. M, Can move both

legs.—Swelling of the joints has subsid-

ed considerably.—Can suffer them to

be handled with freedom, the pain be-

ing much less acute.—Let him take an

ounce of Epsom salts at bed-time,

i June 30. Medicine operated six or

seven times.—Pulse 90. Perspiration

still copious but much less profuse.

Heat of the skin still considerable; not-

withstanding which, thirst is much less

urgent. No pain in the knee-joints

—

some still remaining in the left ankle

and Tendo Achillis, but much less than

yesterday.—Pain of the right shoulder

much abated.—Possesses complete com-

mand of the whole body. I was in-

formed at nine o’clock this evening, that

he had been up several times in the

course of the day, and walked through

the room.
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July 1. Pulse 90.—Heat of the skin

still more than natural; belly costive

—

no return of pain to the knees ;—gone

from the shoulder, the motion of which

is perfectly free. Has considerable ef-

fusion, with pain, in the right wrist-

joint, and for a considerable way above

it; having fallen asleep in the night

with the right arm, uncovered, thrown

round the head.—In every other respect

much better.—Take an ounce of Epsom

salts immediately.

I seized this as a favourable oppor-

tunity of ascertaining, by ocular de-

monstration, the effects of Percussion.

Before I began, the patient’s hand was

cjuite open, nor had he the least com-

mand over his fingers, which were ex-

tended at full length. Percussion was

not applied, however, for more than five

minutes, when he not only shut and

opened his hand with considerable free^
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dom, but to his great surprise, the swell-

ing of the part visibly decreased.

July % Pulse 80; tongue clean; heat

natural
;
belly regular. Still some trif-

ling pain, on attempting motion, in the

left wrist and ankle-joints. In every

other respect quite free from complaint.

Continue the Bandages. Decoct

Cinchonae toi. Capiat 3ii. sexies indies.

July 3. Is free from complaint.

July 4. Met him on the street to-

day, in prosecution of his business.

This, I presume, few will have the

hardihood to deny, to have been as well

marked a case of Acute Rheumatism as

ever came under the care of a Physi-

cian. And, if this is admitted, it un-

avoidably follows, that Bandages and the

other mechanical means employed, are

not only admissible in Acute Rheuma-

tism, but that they operate with a cele-

rity and an effect, unexampled in the

history of the disease.
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This lad, eighteen years of age only,

has had, previously to this, six serious

attacks of the same kind,—the last of

which, about twelve months ago, lasted

ten weeks. On the present occasion, he

was confined four days only, after I saw

him
;
and all the medicines prescribed,

wrere two ounces of Epsom salts, and an

ounce of Bark in decoction.

\

I am extremely happy to present my
readers with a case of the same com-

plexion, treated on the same princi-

ples, and with equal success, with that

of Mr. Lawson. It is by a gentleman

of whose name and residence I am to-

tally ignorant, and who must, therefore*

be considered as disinterested, as he

seems to be a candid, Observer.
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CASE XX.

From No. 199 of the London Medical

and Physical Journal.

6 Remarks on the Beneficial Effects of
4 Compression in Rheumatism , as re-

4 commended by Dr. Balfour; with a

* Case.

* Having observed, in your Critical

4 Analysis for July, the brief notice of a

4 paper contained in the Edinburgh

* Journal for April, on Rheumatism, by

* Dr. Balfour, I wish to excite particular

4 attention thereto, through the medium
4 of your widely-circulating Journal, as

4 replete with many valuable practical

4 remarks, and as recommending a new
4 and apparently superior mode of treat-
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4 ing an excruciating painful disease,

4
alike relieving the torments attending

4
its acute' form, and, in many cases,

4 preventing the pain and inconvenien-

4 ces inseparable from its chronic state.

4 The treatment consists in the applica-

4
tion of pressure to the inflamed parts,

4 conjoined with the antiphlogistic plan.

4 Since my perusal of Dr. Balfour’s

4
cases, I have had an opportunity of

4 making trial of Compression, in two
4
cases, with the most complete success,

4 which I here subjoin, in confirmation
4 of the practice recommended by the
4 respectable originator.

4 April 16th, I was requested to visit

4 a young woman, aged twenty-five, on
4 account of Rheumatism. I found her

seated, with her right leg placed upon
4 a chair

;
and learnt the disease was

4 seated in that ankle, which was ex-
4 tremely red, very hot and painful, and
' much swollen. On her attempting to
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* put her foot to the ground, at my re-

4 quest, she was forced to scream, from
4 the violence of the pain it occasioned,

4 and could not do it. Tongue coated,
4 pulse 110; then hot. I made a gentle
e pressure upon the inflamed part with
4 my hand, which gave much pain; butw

4 as I increased the pressure, the pain
4 diminished; and, when firm and strong,

4 she said the part was altogether easy,

4 as Dr. Balfour has related in a similar

4 case. Thinking this a favourable case

4 for the trial of a Bandage, I imme-
4 diately applied a roller firmly around
4 the ankle, commencing from the toes,

4 and extended upwards to the knee.

4
I then requested her walking up stairs

4 to her bed-room
:

(three stories high)

4 She smiled, and said, You know I can-

4 not bear it upon the ground. I told

4 her to try again; and she went up
4
stairs, lame certainly, but with a firm

4 step, and did not appear fearful of
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4 bearing fully upon it. Complains also

4 of some pain in the right knee, ami in

4 her back. I gave her Magnes. Sulph.

4
cii. Infus. Senna;

;
and left directions

4
tliat she might undertake her usual

4 routine of employment the next moni-

‘ ing, (being a servant) if she felt able

4 and disposed. Nevertheless, I confess

4
I was astonished, on repeating rny vi-

4
sit next day, (April 17th) to find the

4 door opened to me by my patient, who
4 had arisen at her usual time, and per-
4 formed her domestic duties. Has bad

‘a good night; tongue cleaner; pulse

‘ 90, and softer; ankle nearly free from

‘ pain; the opening medicine has pro-

‘ cured four stools; no increase of pain

in the knee or back; ordered a saline

‘ mixture. April 18, ten o’clock A. M.
‘ Has had a return of pain in the last

‘ two hours,which I found to originate

‘ from the Bandage being loose. The
4

redness and swelling nearly gone;
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4 pulse 80 ;
tongue moist

; re-applied

4 the roller
;
pain in the knee and back

4 gone. The next day, all appearance
4 and feeling of the disease had disap-
4 peared. She continued to wear the
4 Bandage a week, and then discontinu-

4 ed it. This woman was confined three

4 weeks by the same disease, six months
4 prior to the afore-mentioned attack,

4 under the usual remedies.
4 The second case was every way si-

4 milar to the above, excepting the site

4 of the disease being in the wrist, and

‘ its giving way rather more tardily.’

) ^
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CASE XX F.

Mu. G. a gentleman who has now

(1st November 1815,) completed his

eightieth year, applied to me on the

11th of July last, oppressed with a com-

plication of evils. Six months before,

he was seized with Lumbago, which

confined him for two months. The first

time he went abroad, he had the mis-

fortune to fall in the street at full length

;

from which he received very consider-

able injury in the parts surrounding the

hip-joint, and likewise at the origins of

the muscles arising from the Pubes,.

By this accident he was reduced to walk

on Crutches
;

which he did for two

months, even in the house. He could

not go from the dining-room to his bed-

chamber, without them. He was now

advised to try the Warm-Bath
; and re-
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paired accordingly to Portobello, where

he staid six weeks, bathing every second

day, but returned without having expe-

rienced any benefit whatever. I saw

him for the first time, the very day he

came home. His complaints were seat-

ed behind the great Trochanter, and in

the external cavity, towards the Crest,

of the Ilium, of the right side, and reach-

ing up the loins. But the circumstance

that created the greatest uneasiness in

the patient’s mind was, the injury he

had received about the Pubes. He could

not get rid of the apprehension, that the

pain he experienced from this quarter,

though by no means so severe as those

arising from the other injured parts, was

the harbinger of some of those deplor-

able diseases, to which the parts in the

neighbourhood of the Pubes are liable.

Having ascertained precisely, the site

of the pains of which my patient com-

plained, I applied Friction and Percus-
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sion, alternately, for a short time, to the

parts behind. I then directed him to

lie upon his back and to draw up his

knees, inclining the right thigh inwards,

in order to relax the Adductor muscles.

In this way, and as Mr. G. is a spare

made man, I easily reached, with the

points of my fingers, the seat of the pain

on the Pubes. I in some degree sepa-

rated even, the muscles from each other*

and subjected to Friction, betwixt my
finger and thumb, their interstitial cel-

lular substance. This was attended

with the most beneficial effects—a cir-

cumstance strongly demonstrative of the

justness ofour Theory. By these means,

therefore, and by Friction applied to the

Pubes, I completely removed, at my
third visit, the pain from this quarter

;

and with it, all uneasiness from the pa-

tient’s mind with regard to ulterior

evil.
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When I finished my first operation,

Mr. G. walked from his bed-room to

the dining-room, with a single stick in

hand
;
whereas he could not, ten mi-

nutes before this, move a step without a

support under each arm. I visited this

gentleman for ten days successively
;

at

the end of which he walked abroad,

with cane in hand, as cleverly as most

men of his advanced age can do, who

have no complaint whatever.

When Mr. G. met with the acci-

dent above related, one of his shoulders

also received so much injury, that he

was incapable, ever after, of putting on

or off his clothes without aid. At my
third visit he mentioned this circum-

stance, when I desired him to shew me

how far he could go in putting off his

coat. He threw back the neck of it so
i

far as to uncover his shoulder, but here

he was fixed. He could not draw his

arm out of the sleeve. Marking the
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spot where he felt the obstacle to the

farther motion of his arm, I returned

the neck of the coat
;

and before I

touched the part affected, assured him

I would make him put it (his coat) off

in less than five minutes. I accordingly

applied Friction and Percussion, but

especially the latter*, for a very short

time, when the patient put off and on

his coat with ease
;

and has done so

ever since without aid of any kind.

Thus, in the course of ten days, was

this gentleman, at an age at which few,

comparatively, of the human race ar-

rive, restored to the complete command
of all his extremities, after having been

deprived, in a great measure, of the use

of some of them, for the space of four

months.
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CASE XXII.

July 15, 1815.—Donald Beton, a la-

bourer, was suddenly seized, one even-

ing about three weeks ago, with violent

pain and rigidity in the muscles of the

back of the neck, particularly at their

insertion in the occiput (back of the

head.) There was violent pain also,

when I visited him, at the connection

of the spine with the head, stretching

along the Ligamentum Colli, half-way

down the neck. Motion of the head in

any direction or degree was totally im-

possible. The man had not been in

bed, nor had he slept a quarter of an

hour at once, for three weeks. He
could suffer no posture but the erect

;

and even in this, his groans annoyed the

neighbours, night and day. Immove-

ably fixed for three weeks in one pos-
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ture, worn out for want of sleep, tortur-

ed with pain, inadequately covered, hav-

ing one only rag of a blanket thrown

round him, with a shirt under it drench-

ed in grease, without victuals, medicine,

money, this man exhibited one of the

most pitiable spectacles it is possible for

the human mind to conceive. •

Accident alone led me to him, but I

shall ever recollect, with pleasure, a con-

tingence that put it in my power to mi-

tigate the sufferings, and, in some de-

gree, to supply the wants of so miser-

able a man. In mentioning this latter

circumstance, I allude chiefly, to the

benevolence of certain ladies, possessed

of feelings,

“ With less of earth in them than heaven

and to that also, of the Society for re-

lief of the Destitute Sick ;
to whom I

have often, in similar cases, appealed,

and never appealed in vain. On the
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present occasion, tlieir charity was

prompt as the necessity of the case was

urgent.

Having cleaned the neck with flour,

I applied Compression and Percussion

to the parts affected
;

in the gentlest

manner at first, and afterwards with

more freedom. The consequence was,

considerable alleviation of pain, and

some motion of the head backwards and

forwards.

July 16.^—Could not lie down in bed

last night, and therefore had no rest,

although the pain is not quite so vio-

lent ;—retains the slight degree of mo-

tion of the head.—Continued the Com-

pression and Percussion, which gave

considerable relief. Ordered ten drachms

of Epsom salts.

July 17.—Anterior muscles of the

neck much affected to-day, from the pa-

tient having sat for some time yester-

day opposite an open window. Applied
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Compression and Percussion for a con-

siderable time, with greats effect.—Or-

dered the patient .to bed, and an ano-

dyne draught of 40 drops of laudanum

at bed-time.

July 18.^-Slept two hours yesterday

after the operation.—Draught had little

or no effect.—Pain and rigidity of the

muscles of the neck much abated.—In-

creased motion of the head backwards

and forwards.—Rotatory motion per-

ceptible. Ordered ten drachms Epsom

salts immediately, and a draught at bed-

time of 80 drops of laudanum.

July 19.—Could lie in bed last night:

slept well towards morning.—Much bet-

ter to-day in every respect.—I contrived

to apply a Bandage to the back of the

head, embracing as much of the muscles

of the neck as possible.

July 20.—Had a good night’s rest.

—

Has derived great benefit from the Ban-

dage.—Motion of the head greatly in-
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creased in every direction. Feels so much

better, that, but for weakness, could go

to his work. Thus, a Rheumatic affec-

tion of three weeks standing, and of a

severity that deprived the patient, all

that time, of motion and of rest, was im-

mediately relieved, and, in the space of

four days, almost entirely removed, by

Compression and Percussion, with the

aid of two doses only of a purgative,

and two anodyne draughts.

But this poor man was not destined

long to enjoy the relief he had obtained.

Confined with a wife and three chil-

dren, to a small, dirty, airless apart-

ment ; a few days after I left off visiting

him, he again exposed himself, betwixt

a door and window, to a current of cold

air
;
when he was a second time attack-

ed with pain, more acute, if possible,

than the former, and in nearly the same

situation,
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I mentioned before, that when I first

visited this man, he had violent pain at

the connection of the spine with the

head
;

or, where the spinal marrow

emerges from the Cranium. At this

point precisely, and quite beyond the

reach of Compression, was the pain now

seated.* I did not see the patient, after

this attack, more than twice, or three

times at most
;
and, finding that, from the

seat of the pain being within the Verte-

brae, the former mode of treatment could

be of no avail, I prescribed a blister,

with directions to keep it open for some

time. This also had very little effect.

The patient’s circumstances rendering

it necessary for him to be carried to the

Infirmary, I did not see him again
; but

was informed that he soon lost his speech,

then suffered a general stroke of palsy,

and died in a short time after.

* See Note V.
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CASE XXIII.
V ' -

James Morrison, aged twenty-five

;

of the Royal Sappers and Miners, came

under my care on the 28th August,

(1815) In the beginning of April he

was seized with violent Rheumatic pains

in his right leg
;
then in his left knee,

accompanied with tremendous swell-

ing
;
and afterwards in his right shoul-

der. His party being called to Wool-

wich, he was sent to the Military Hos-

pital there, where he remained for some

time, had his knee scarified and cupped

several times, which brought down the

swelling, but gave no relief to the pain.

In the course of the summer he return-

ed to Edinburgh, where he was com-

pletely laid up. Here he was attended

by a medical gentleman, who, after blis-

tering, put an issue on the inside of the
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left knee, iit the flexure of the joint,

which discharged copiously, and, as the

patient thought, weakened him greatly.

For this reason he healed it up without

the knowledge of his surgeon, and dis-

ingenuously gave out that he was much

better, and able to go abroad.

When I first saw this young man he

was decidedly hectic. He had slight

pain only in his right knee, but the left

could not be touched
;
and the effusion

was so great about the anterior part of

the joint, that the Patella seemed rather

to swim than to be firmly attached. So

much relaxed, indeed, were all its con-

nections, that I could have pushed it

upwards, downwards, and latterly, to a

great distance from its natural situation.

An excruciating pain run half way down

the shin-bone of the same leg, and the

ankle was also slightly affected. The

whole of the right shoulder and side of

the neck, but especially where the Cla-
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vide is connected with the Scapula,

and the angle formed above by these

two bones, were exquisitely pained. I

applied Bandages to the knees, Fric-

tion and Percussion to the ankle and

shoulder. In a very short time the

right knee got perfectly well
;

at my
third visit, the left was reduced to its

natural size. Such is the astonishing;

power of Compression in promoting

absorption ! A considerable time had

elapsed, however, before the pain could

be said to be sensibly relieved. When
this took place, about a fortnight after

I first saw the patient, I knew it as well

as he did. For, he could now suffer

Friction and Percussion in a slight de-

gree, which he could not do before.

When this, therefore, came to be the

case, the progress of the cure was ac-

celerated tenfold.

This patient’s attendance on me was

very irregular. For a few days sue-

i
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eessively, I would have seen him every

day; then for three or four days, not at

all. This was owing principally to his

infirm state of health, which confined

him often to his bed. Had he been in

perfect health in other respects, I have

every reason to believe, his pains would

have been removed in two weeks. In

spite of every obstacle, however, Per-

cussion and Bandages operated with

such power, that in six weeks from the

time he came under my care, his Rheu-

matic complaints were so completely

subdued that he could walk with, per-

fect ease.

Thus, after five months of exquisite

pain, and that every thing, at all likely

to give relief, had been tried in vain,

was this young man set upon his legs,

in the space of a few weeks, by the sole

power of Friction, Percussion and Ban-
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CASE XXIV.
*

I was called on the 16th September,

(1815,) to Mrs. W. C. of C. a lady sixty-

years of age, who had been afflicted for

three years and a half with Rheuma-

tism to a great degree
;
and for the last

two and a half years had been' totally

incapacitated from walking. The dis-

ease made its first appearance in the

wrists,, but travelled gradually into

every joint of the extremities. Every

thing that could be thought of had

been tried, by the most eminent of the

Profession in Edinburgh
;
and she had

been to the watering places in Eng-

land, most noted for curing Rheumatic

complaints—in vain. For a consider-

able time indeed, she had given up all

hope of ever having her condition me-

liorated.
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The joints of some of this lady’s

fingers I found much swelled, enlarged,

and distorted
;
the metacarpal bones of

both hands bent backwards
;
the right

wrist possessed free enough motion,

but was weak and enlarged
;
the arm

was permanently but slightly bent. Im-

mediately above the inner condyle of

the Humerus, there was an extreme-

ly painful tumour, and the arm about

this place was thickened and puffy all

round. No part of the Deltoid mus-

cle, which was hard and thickened,

could the patient suffer to be touched.

She could not lift this hand to her head,

nor turn it above half way to the supine

position.

The left wrist joint was very much
enlarged, pained, and stiff; the fore-

arm possessed very little rotatory mo-
tion

;
the elbow-joint was enlarged and

permanently bent
;

there was a very

painful tumour in the same situation as
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in the right arm
; the Deltoid muscle

was painful and rigid, though not to so

great a degree as was that of the risht

shoulder. The patient could not lift

this hand, any more than she could the

right, to her mouth.

Both knee-joints were enlarged to a

great degree
j there was not much pain

in the right, but a good deal in the

left, with total immobility of the Pa-

tella (knee-pan), in any position in

which the leg could be placed. For

six inches above the condyles of the

Femur, both thighs were greatly en-

larged
;
and on the fore part especially,

hard and unequal. In both houghs,

there was a great, solid thickness—the

cellular substance, in the interstices of

the muscles and between their tendons,

being choked up with the matter of

former effusions, now become solid.

There was great effusion on both joints

anteriorly—the left leg could not be
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extended so far, nor could it bear so

much weight, as the right.

The right ankle and upper part of

the foot were slightly swelled, and

pained
;
the left very much, with the

pain extending to the sole of the foot.

Such was the condition of this lady

when I visited her on the 16th Sep-

tember. She could neither stand, nor

walk, nor be lifted up off her seat,

otherwise than by a servant taking her

in her arms, face to face. The latter

circumstance was owing to the exces-

sive pain and tenderness of her arms,

which precluded the possibility of her

bearing any weight upon them. I

staid with this lady three days, exclu-

sive of that on which I went, and of

that on which I returned
;
so that alto-

gether she underwent five operations

only. Short as the time was, however,

that she was under my immediate care,

the means employed (Friction, Percus-
N

l
x

I
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sion, Bandages) operated so immedi-

ately and with such power, that the

change produced upon her was almost

incredible. When I left her, therefore,

she could put both her hands to the

crown of her head with great boldness

;

the pain in both Deltoid muscles was

gone
;

the tumour . above the elbow-

joints, with the pain attending them,

had disappeared
j
both arms were more

extended ;
the rotatory motion of both

fore-arms was greatly increased
;

and

the swelling of both wrists and of the

joints of the fingers had visibly decreas-

ed. The right arm in particular was

so much improved, that but for the

weakness of the wrist and fingers, she

could have done any thing with it she

pleased. As a proof of this, a circum-

stance occurred, while I was this lady’s

guest, that excited the agreeable sur-

prise of all her family. When reading

a newspaper one evening, she with

/
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great ease and deliberation snuffed her

candle, without recollecting, till it was

done, that she had not attempted even,

any thing of the kind, for eighteen

months before.

But the great advantage resulting to

this lady, from my operations, was her

being now rendered capable of being

lifted by the arms. The pains being

removed from these, she could lean

her whole weight upon them
;

and,

therefore, from the first day that I saw

her, she walked through her room with

a servant on each side supporting her.

This was a great point gained—the

inferior extremities, from being in a

state of dormancy for two years and' a

half, were now called into action
;
and

if the mode of cure, so successful in

the beginning, shall be followed with

due perseverance, there is little doubt

they will ultimately be restored to their

proper functions.
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CASE XXV.

John Macvean, aged thirty, applied

to me, on the 3d October, (1815,) la-

bouring under a smart career of fever,

attended with excruciating pains in va-

rious parts of his body. He had strug-

gled with his disorder for some days ;

but was obliged to succumb at last.

He came to my house with a stick in

his hand, and leaning with his other

arm on an assistant, who carried half

his weight. Even with these aids he

could scarcely support himself
;
and his

limbs were so stiff, and his motion so

difficult, aukward, and constrained, that

he exhibited the appearance of a person

that had met with some dreadful acci-

dent.

On examining his pulse, after he had

sat a little, I found it 126 in a minute.
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His skin was hot, and tongue white.

His knees, thighs, the parts about the

tuberosities of the Ischia, the loins,

were all most excruciatingly painful.

Astonished that a person in such cir-

cumstances should venture abroad, I or-

dered him home immediately
;
where I

promised to attend him in a few mi-

nutes. He had been taught, however,

to expect, that I could give him so sud-

den and great relief as would supersede

the necessity of laying himself up. My
mandate, therefore, struck him with sur-

prise
; and hinting that the journey he

had already performed was more than

he had accomplished with ease, he was

desirous I would at least do something

for him on the spot, which might ena-

ble him to get home the better.

I therefore applied Friction and Per-

cussion to the parts already described

as suffering; and, I never had a patient

in my hands who could so ill endure to
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be touched. He described the pained

parts as at one time feeling bruised be-

yond sufferance
;
at another, as if all on

fire. The degree of mechanical force,

therefore, which I employed, may well

be conceived to have been very small.

I had not continued my operation ten

minutes, when my patient declared he

felt relieved. I knew this without bein<?

informed
;

for he could suffer the parts

to be handled with much more freedom.

I now surrounded the knees and thighs

with Bandages, when he walked out,

without the aid of his assistant, and with-

out leaning on his stick, which, to shew

me the change that was wrought on

him, he carried horizontal^, by the

middle. He went immediately to bed,

and when I visited him at nine o’clock

in the evening, his pulse was down to

100.—Much thirst.— Ordered an ounce

of Epsom salts, and water-gruel at plea-

\

sure.
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October 4, ten o’clock A. M. Medi-

cine operated four times.—Pulse 90

—

thirst still urgent—tongue white. Pains

gone from the knees, thighs, Ischia, and

loins.—Severe pain at the top of the

right haunch-bone, preventing entirely,

the motion of the,trunk and inferior ex-

tremities. Applied Friction and Per-

cussion, when the patient immediately

sat up. Cannot, on account of pain on

the shoulder and elbow-joints, lift the

left arm from the bed, any more than if

it were made of iron. Percussion being

applied to the joints, and Friction to the

muscles* the patient immediately, put his

hand behind his neck. Ten o’clock

P. M.—Pulse 96, and full.—Applied

Bandages to the arm, there not being-

flannel at hand in the morning, for that

purpose.

October 5, ten o’clock A. M.—Pulse

96, but not so full as at last visit. Pains

gone from every part of the body, but
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the patient has, notwithstanding, had no

sleep during the night. Bowels costive.

Ordered an ounce of Epsom salts to be

taken immediately.—Ten o’clock P. M.

The medicine was not administered.

Pulse 96. No disposition to sleep.

—

Ordered a draught of fifty drops of lau-

danum. ,

October 6, ten o’clock A. M.—Had
some sleep in the night.—Pulse 100.

—

The Epsom salts to be administered im-

mediately. Nine o’clock P. M. Salts

operated briskly.—Plas had a good day

ever since. Pulse 90. An anodyne

draught to be given at bed-time, of'

eighty drops of laudanum.

October 7.—Plad a good night’s rest.

Pulse 90.—Slight pain at the root of the

right thumb, which was soon put to

flight. In other respects free from

complaint.

October 8, eight o’clock P. M.—Pulse

80.—Was out to-day: Feels perfectly

well.
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Here, then, is another case of Acute

Rheumatism, cured by mechanical

means, in the short space of four days,

with the help, from medicine, of two

doses of sulphate of magnesia, and of

two anodyne draughts!

With such facts as these staring them

in the face, few practitioners, I believe,

will now pronounce (as some have al-

ready done,) my mode of cure inappli-

cable, or inefficient, in Acute Rheuma-

tism. The truth is, that whatever re-

moves the cause of the pains, must dry

up the source of irritation and of fever.

But nothing does this so quickly and

effectually, and with so little injury to

the system, as Friction, Percussion, an(J,

Bandages combined. The first of these

premises no man in his senses will deny;

the second I have proved, in the course

of this work, beyond the power of con-

tradiction. The inevitable conclusion

is, That Friction, Percussion, and Ban-
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#

dages are the fittest and most effectual

remedy in Acute Rheumatism. Com-

bined, they produce effects, in ten mi-

nutes, which, time and medicine united,

cannot effect in ten days :—sometimes,

not in as many weeks—in some cases,

never.
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CASE XXVI.

John Charles, from Thurso, aged

twenty-nine, came under my care about

the beginning of November 1815. He
had complained, for two years, of an

obtuse pain in the right side, from the

shoulder-blade, downwards to the space

betwixt the hip-joint and tuberosity of

the Ischium, and reaching forwards

from the spine to the Sternum. Un-

able to prosecute his business, which

was that of a carpenter, he came to

Edinburgh in the end of summer, for

medical aid. He put himself under the

care of a private practitioner for two

weeks, and then went into the Royal

Infirmary; where he remained five weeks

and four days, without receiving benefit

from either. He wa§ now dismissed

I
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the House, with the recommendation of

sea-bathing when the season returned.

When he applied to me he walked

precisely like a person paralytic of one

side. He could not raise his foot from

the ground, but trailed it after him

;

neither could he reach farther down with

his hand than about the middle of his

leg. His chief pain was betwixt the

hip-joint and tuberosity of the Ischium,

but his ankle-joint was also painful and

stiff
;
and the whole limb was subject,

when his foot was raised from the ground,

to violent tremors, with spasms of the

Tibialis Anticus tendon, which prevent-

ed entirely the motion of the joint.

I had recourse to Friction, Percus-

sion, and Bandages in this man’s case

also, and for two or three days, without

any apparent effect. Now, however, the

pain in the hip began to give way ; the

tremors of the limb to be less violent;

and the spasms of the Tibialis Anticus

9
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tendon to be less frequent and strong*

At the beginning of his attendance, 1

desired this patient to call on me twice

every day, which he promised to do

;

but, though he lived little more only

than a quarter of a mile off, he found

himself unable to comply with my re-

quest. On the sixth day, however, from

the time he put himself under my care,

he walked from Edinburgh to Leith and

back again, and was on his feet the

whole day!

Thus, by Friction, Percussion, and

Bandages, were effects produced in this

man’s person, in the course of six days,
i

which the ordinary mode of treating

Rheumatism and Palsy* had not pro-

duced in two years
; and there is reason

to believe, never would have accom-

plished. This much, at least, must be

admitted, that the physician who dis-

* See Note VL
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missed this patient the Royal Infirmary,

in the latter end of October, with an

advice to try sea-bathing, the season for

which was distant seven months, must

have had but slender hopes of his being

benefited by any other mode of treat-

ment.

This man had been but eight days

under my care, when circumstances ren-

dered it necessary for him to avail him-

self of the opportunity of a ship going

from Leith to Thurso, to return home.

He left me, therefore, before his reco-

very was complete
;

but with every

symptom either removed, or so much

meliorated as to convince him, that per-

severance in the mode of cure I em-

ployed, would ultimately be crowned

with success. I dismissed him, able to

tie Iris shoe
;

free from the pain about

the hip-joint
;
with the tremors of the

limb, spasms of the tendon of the Tibi-

alis Anticus, and pain of the ankle, en-
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tirely removed
;
with the motion of the

ankle-joint perfectly restored; and able,

in walking, to lift his foot from the

ground, and to plant it firmly.

t
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CASE XXVII.

In the summer of 1813, J. S. Esq.

met with an accident by which the

tendon of the Plantaris muscle of the

left leg was ruptured, and the neigh-

bouring parts severely sprained. Many
weeks elapsed before he recovered the

full command of his leg
;
and even

then a very perceptible puffiness of the

parts remained. In the summer of

1815, this gentleman was exposed one

evening, after drinking freely, to a cold

moist atmosphere, by which he con-

tracted a low, obstinate, febrile affec-

tion, accompanied with much debility,

and pain of the leg and ankle which

had formerly suffered injury. The

pain was now seated exactly in the

situation where it was severest before,

and rendered the limb incapable of
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bearing the weight of the body. This

I considered to be Rheumatism super-

vening upon an old sprain, and treated

it accordingly. Every application I

made of Percussion was attended with

the most decisive effects
;
and in the

face too, of the untractable febrile af-

fection already mentioned, which never

run high, but which could not, for a

number of days, be put to flight, by

any mode of treatment. The patient,

when I first visited him on the present

occasion, was much cast down at the

return, as he supposed, of his old

sprain
: ,
fearing he might be confined

by it as long as at first, or, even sine

die. It may well be supposed there-

fore, that he was not a little, and agree-

ably surprised, at being enabled, in the

course of ten minutes, to walk consi-

derably better. The operation of Per-

cussion, succeeded by Bandages, was

continued about a week onlv, when all

o
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complaint, and even the puffiness that

remained after the accident, was com-

pletely removed from the limb.

That Percussion had the principal

share in producing these salutary ef-

fects, was manifest at the very time of

its application. For no sooner had I

gone over the parts affected, and be-

fore the Bandages were applied, than

the pain abated, and the tendons be-

came more pliant and soft. From

these data I inferred, that Percussion

would be found a powerful auxiliary in

the cure of sprains. This conclusion I

soon had an opportunity of confirming,

in the following case.
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CASE XXVIII.

A young gentleman, when taking a

walk one evening in the end of sum-

mer (1815,) made a false step, by which

he sprained one of his ankles to such a

degree, that he could not set his foot

to the ground. I saw him next morn-

ing at nine o’clock, and found the parts

forming the arch of the foot had suf-

fered chiefly. There was an elastic

tumour formed, at the instep, from

which the pain penetrated to the sole.

I desired him to shew me how he

could walk, but found he could with

difficulty set his heel only to the

ground, and that not without pain, and

the leg completely extended. It was

therefore impossible for him to walk a

single step. I applied Percussion all

over the foot and ankle, for ten or fif-
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teen minutes, and then a Bandage. I

now desired the patient to walk through

the room. He very cautiously set

down his foot, and in consequence of

my urging him, walked a few steps,

but with great pain. Thus I had the

satisfaction of seeing Percussion and

Bandages enable this gentleman, in the

course of fifteen minutes, to do what,

according to the usual mode of treating

such accidents, would have been reck-

oned tolerable progress, at the end of a

fortnight.

A gentleman who had come to

breakfast with my patient witnessed

my operations in profound silence, but

I was no sooner gone than he indulged

in the most contemptuous ridicule at

what I had done, and at the patient

for suffering himself to be gulled with

such nonsense: declaring that himself

had been laid up for several weeks with

an accident of the same nature, but less.
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violent than what his friend had suf-

fered, and that he owed his recovery to

a successive application of leeches, la-

tions, and opodeldocs, to the injured

parts. He therefore strenuously ad-

vised the calling another practitioner

without delay. My patient was some-

what staggered at this representation,

but ultimately decided that, having

called me, it was his duty to give my
mode of treatment a fair trial. The

anxiety, however, of his volunteer-doc-

tor was such, that he called at the hour

of dinner, the same day, in the full ex-

pectation of finding his friend resolved

at last to have other medical aid. But

instead of this, to his mortification and

astonishment, found him pacing his

room, and in the evening able to walk

in Prince’s Street. Next morning my
patient called on me in his way to the

counting-room, walking perfectly well,

almost free from complaint—and he
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never was confined another hour. Thus
• •

was a violent sprain, in the worst situa-

tion, (among the Tarsal bones) and ac-

companied with considerable effusion,

removed completely, by one application

of Percussion,* succeeded by one appli-

cation of Bandages,

* See Note Ylf,

*

I
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CASE XXIX.

On the 2d of November, (1815) I was

called to Sir T. T , Bart, whom I found

labouring under a severe Rheumatic af-

fection in various parts of his body.

His left ankle, heel, and some of the

toes, were so much swelled and pained,

that he walked through his room with

great difficulty, leaning upon a staff. The

tuberosities of the Ischia were so pain-

ful, that it was with great aukwardness

and difficulty he rose up and sat down;

and sitting on the softest cushion even,

for any length of time, gave great un-

easiness. He had great pain at the an-

terior superior spinous process of the

right Ilium, (fore part and top of the

haunch-bone) running a short wTay along
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the crest and down the Sartorius muscle,

from which circumstance he was unable,

when lying on his back, to draw up his

leg. The left lumbar and hypochon-

driac regions, the right breast and shoul-

der, were also much affected, though by

no means to such a degree as were the

three first mentioned situations. From

being exposed, during the late war, to

great variety of climate, my patient’s

health had suffered much
;
and he now

laboured, in addition to Rheumatism, un-
t

der great general debility, and loss of

appetite. He had been ill seven months

previous to his coming to Edinburgh,

and had, in vain, spent five weeks at a

Watering-place in England, in hopes of

bringing on a regular paroxysm ofgout,*

of which his friends persuaded him his

complaints partook.
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On his arrival in this city, the Warm-

bath, with tonics internally, were pre-

scribed by the first physician he con-

sulted, but without experiencing the

smallest benefit from either. He had

given over the Bath before I was called

in, but I advised him to continue the

decoction of bark and sulphuric acid

which I found him using. Finding,

however, that his appetite did not im-

prove, I advised him to give over all

medicine, with the exception of an aper-

ient as occasion required
;
and put him

upon a plain light diet, with at most

four glasses of Madeira in the twenty-

four hours, which quantity, he said, did

him good. He had not left off taking

medicine more than two days, when he

felt some return of appetite, which daily

improved.

The first day I saw this gentleman he

walked with great difficulty; he dared

not bear upon his left ankle. I applied
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Percussion to it for a short time, when

he walked from his bed-room, into the

drawing-room, where his lady was sit-

ting, who was surprised at the sudden

change to the better, that she perceived

in his step, and asked what we had been

about? Next day he went to see Mr.

Sadler ascend in his balloon, and walk-

ed from the College, home to the Roj'al

Hotel, Prince’s Street, a distance not less

than three quarters of a mile. This ef-

fort Sir T s frankly acknowledged he

owed to the Percussion and Bandage

employed
;
and was, as may well be sup-

posed, extremely happy at the prospect

of soon getting rid of those pains which

had harassed him so long. But my gal-

lant patient’s triumph on this occasion

was, unhappily, of short duration. Hav-

ing got cold in waiting on the ground

to see the Ascension, he was laid up the

very next day, with inflammation of the

left ankle, which resisted every applica-
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tion for several days. Nor was it till I

employed a very highly volatile embro-

cation, for the purpose of carrying off

heat from the inflamed surface, that

Friction and Percusion could be suffer-

ed in a degree, at all efficient. Great

weakness and effusion all round the

ankle were the consequences of this at-

tack of inflammation, but I took care to

preserve the natural motions of the joint

entire
;
and, by Friction, Percussion, and

Bandages, succeeded in promoting re-

absorption, and in restoring tone to the

parts.

To the seat-bones Friction alone, was

applied, and the patient soon learned to

manage this department himself.

The affection at the top of the thigh

was extremely obstinate. The crest ofthe

Ilium and spinous process felt so tender,

that Friction could ill be borne
; and

there is not solidity sufficient in the

fleshy parts of the thigh to conduct that
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concussive motion, intended to be pro-

duced by Percussion. I hit upon a plan,

however, that succeeded to my utmost

wish. I pressed with one hand on the

inside of the thigh, and struck on the

outside with the other. Every stroke

produced a tremulous motion in the

parts affected; and from that moment
the pain gave way rapidly.

To the left lumbar region, Friction,

alternated with heavy, steady pressure,

with the palm of the hand, gradually ap-

plied, were found beneficial. These

with Percussion, removed the pain from

the Hypochondrium also.

The pain about the shoulder and Sca-

pula corresponded with that in the region

of the pectoral muscle
;
and it was remov-

ed from both by Percussion chiefly. As

the shoulder is a part that admits of Per-

cussion being applied with freedom, the

pain was removed from this situation in
,

two days, and never returned. We were
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not so fortunate, however, with regard

to the other parts affected. They expe-

rienced many vicissitudes of amendment

and relapse, from the variableness of the

weather, from fresh accessions of cold,

and the general debility under which the

patient laboured. The attacks, however,

became less and less formidable, and

were easily repulsed
;
and, as Sir T s

gained strength, he could himself check

the progress, and entirely remove the

pains, wherever they arose.

Thus, in the short space of one month,

in the very worst season of the year, in

the face, too, of general debility of con-

stitution, was a violent Rheumatic affec-

tion, that had resisted every remedy that

could be thought of by some of the most

eminent physicians in London and Edin-

burgh, removed by the sole agency of

Friction, Percussion, and Bandages, and

the patient enabled to travel in the be-



ft
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"inning of December from Edinburgh

to London
;
where he arrived without

any casualty, and rather the better for

his journey.

.. ' i %

/
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CASE XXX.

Lord M , I saw, for the first

time, on the 6th November, (1815,)

when I found him complaining of a

Rheumatic affection of the muscles of

the neck chiefly, but extending to the

shoulders also, and for some way down

both sides, particularly the left, of the

spine. The muscles of the neck being

very rigid and painful, prevented com-

pletely all rotatory motion of the head,

which, for the same reason, his Lord-

ship could not elevate as usual, nor re-

tain, when raised, in the erect posture.

This affection of the neck and shoulders

first became very troublesome in the

month of March
j
* and continued all

* See Note IX
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summer, with various degrees of severity

at different times.

From the general debility under which

his Lordship laboured, my hopes of be-

ing able to render him much service

were very small. But determined, as

in other cases, to attempt every thing,

where there was the smallest possible

chance of doing good, I applied my
usual remedy of Friction and Percussion

(the situation of the parts admitted not

of Bandages) for some time to the parts

affected. His Lordship lived at that

time in the country, and therefore, re-

solved to observe, for some days, the

effects of my operation before I should

call again. Next day, however, I found

his card waiting me in the Boyal Plotel,

when I visited Sir T. T
,
requesting

me to visit him next after Sir T. His

Lordship, it turned out, found after I

left him the preceding day, that he could

elevate his head much better, and that
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lie had acquired also some rotatory mo-

tion. He determined, therefore, to push

the advantage he had gained, without

the loss of a day.

The most extraordinary circumstance

in his Lordship’s case was, that the parts

affected with Rheumatism sympathized

with the stomach so, that when the lat-

ter was in any degree deranged, the

pain, rigidity, and puffiness of the for-

mer were increased ; and, when the

parts so affected were struck, compress-

ed, or any way put in motion, the sto-

mach discharged gas, sometimes by eruc-

tation, at other times in a long continu-

ed stream, at others as by explosion, and

often in such quantity as is altogether

astonishing. This phenomenon was

pointed out to me at my first visit, for

his Lordship had been in the habit of

having his shoulders rubbed superficial-

ly.—I say superficially, for he had no

idea of the advantage to be obtained
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from Percussion, or from the operator

insinuating his fingers between the mus-

cles, so as to compress the cellular sub-

stance which connects them, and which

was the seat of the complaint, as was

proved every day by the evolution of

gas from the stomach in proportion as

this substance was properly handled.

Percussion, therefore, and Compression

of the cellular membrane, proved much

more powerful than mere superficial

Friction, not only in relieving of pain,

the parts affected with Rheumatism, but

in removing oppression of the stomach,

and thereby promoting digestion.

That Percussion and Compression dit]

powerfully promote digestion, is not a

matter of conjecture, but of absolute

certainty : otherwise, why the immense

discharges of gas from the stomach,

upon their application ? Pain and puf-

finess of particular parts about the neck

and shoulders, and sometimes in other
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situations, were always concomitant with

oppression at stomach, and tendency to

sickness. But the moment Compression

and Percussion were applied, discharges

of gas from the stomach relieved every

symptom. Lightness and cheerfulness

of spirits, with re-animation of counte-

nance, immediately succeeded. Often,

upon entering his Lordship’s bed-cham-

ber, I have told him, before he spoke a

word, I was sorry he looked so flat, but

that I would soon make him feel diffe-

rently
;
and I never failed to redeem my

pledge in a greater or less degree. I

have left him, on such occasions, smil-

ing with complacency at the feelings

which arose from Compression and Per-

cussion applied for ten minutes to the

whole trunk of the body.

That Compression and Percussion, ap-

plied to parts affected with pain, puffi-

ness, and spasm, should promote diges-

tion, by effecting the expulsion of gas
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from the stomach, is quite analogous to

the operation of other remedies exhibit-

ed in cases of flatus. Thus an aromatic

taken into a weak, loaded stomach,

produces copious eructations—not, cer-

tainly, by mere mechanical displacement

of gas, already formed
;
but by stimu-

lating the digestive powers, so as to en-

able them to decompose that portion of

the Ingesta which they cannot assimi-

late. I do not see the necessity of hav-

ing recourse to morbid arterial action

in the Primrn Vise, to account for the

production of the gas, or, the remote

sympathy in question. The presence of

alimentary matter in the stomach, not

at all, or imperfectly digested, sufficient-

ly accounts for both, for it must soon

become equally noxious and offensive

with any morbid secretion. Nor must

it here be forgot, that Lord M ’s

digestive powers were always weak

—

that he was all his life more or less sub-
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ject to flatus, and that he was at a for-

mer period, visited with crampish pains

similar to those of which he now com-

plains. These things considered, it

would rather be ridiculous than wise, to

attribute the production of gas in the

stomach, and its sympathy with remote

parts, to occult and supposititious causes,

when others, obvious, and sufficient to

account for the effects produced, are

staring us in the face. It is very easy

to conceive, that the stomach may be

able to digest perfectly, a certain por-

tion of the food received into it, and to

decompose only, the remainder. Hence

the flatulency with which stomachs na-

turally weak, stomachs rendered weak

by intemperance, and the stomachs of

old people, are oppressed.

The fact of a sympathy subsisting be-

twixt the Rheumatic affection and the

stomach, in Lord M '’s case, is

not more inexplicable than any other
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sympathy that takes place in the human

body :—betwixt the stomach, for exam-

ple, and the skin
;
betwixt the stomach

and the brain
;
betwixt the stomach and

kidneys
;
and in many other instances

equally remarkable. It was to be ex-

pected, that if the spasms, or Rheuma-

tic pains, were not really produced by

the state of the stomach, this, at any

rate, would most readily affect those

parts, if it affected any, which were wea-

kened by disease. The parts sympa-

thizing, moreover, though performing

very different functions, were of one ge-

neral structure
;
and, we know that one

conglomerate gland sympathizes with

another situate at a remote distance,

though each secretes a liquor peculiar

to itself. Nor is the sympathy, in the

case under consideration, so rare a fact

as, at first sight, it may be imagined. I

have received spontaneous assurances

from many of my patients, that they
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were sensible of their general health be-

ing greatly meliorated, by the continued

use of Friction and Percussion. Now,

unless digestion was promoted equally

with the other functions of the body, it

is impossible the general health could

be improved. Besides, it is quite com-

mon for Rheumatic patients to com-

plain of loss of appetite during the pre-

valence of a paroxysm,—a circumstance

demonstrative of the existence of a

sympathy between the Prim as Vise and

parts affected with Rheumatism.

In the course of a fortnight, or there-

about, I succeeded in removing the ri-

gidity from the muscles of the neck, so

that his Lordship acquired permanent

and free motion of the head in every

direction. Not that these parts were

•ever after entirely exempted from pain:

But, instead of being permanent and fix-

ed, or at most, affecting first one side or

shoulder, and then another alternately,
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as before, it was now of a more flitting

nature, attended with a sense of fulness

of the parts, and in the twinkling of an

eye, attacking successively, the neck,

the Sternum, the shoulder-blades, the

sides of the head, the cartilages of the

ribs, the sides of the spine between the

shoulder-blades, and many other parts

at a remote distance from each other;

yielding readily, however, to Compres-

sion and Percussion, and accompanied,

in its exit, with tremendous discharges

of gas. But the amendment produced

was not confined to rendering the pains

less fixed than they were before: his

Lordship’s general health was sensibly

meliorated, and his digestion promoted;

the parts themselves (about the neck

and shoulders) which were the chief

seat of the pains, and which, when 1

first saw them, were red, rigid, swelled,

very soon assumed their natural size

and appearance.
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A short time after I had been in at-

tendance, a singular circumstance oc-

curred, which afforded me an opportu-

nity of demonstrating, to a gentleman

of eminence in the profession, the effi-

cacy of the mode of treatment I had

adopted in regard to his Lordship.

A small, but extremely painful tu-

mour, suddenly appeared on the ramus

of the lower jaw, right side, immediate-

ly under the zygomatic arch. It im-

peded greatly the motion of the jaw,

but disappeared almost entirely, upon

the application of simple pressure. It

recurred, however, for three or four days

successively, and on one occasion, shut

almost entirely, the patient’s mouth.

The gentleman alluded to was present

that day, when I called, and I requested

him to stop till I should remove the tu-

mour, and enable his Lordship to open

his mouth
;
both which I expected to

accomplish in the course of three mi-
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nutes. The event justified my expecta-

tion, in half the time specified.

Bating the effects of a cold, which

seized him a short time after I was call-

ed to his assistance, and which confined

him to the house a very few days, Lord

M ’s health and spirits recruited

amazingly, during the first month of

my attendance. Scarcely a single day

elapsed, indeed, that he did not take an

airing in his carriage
;
the motion of

which, he said, my operations enabled

him to bear. The severe and change-

able weather that succeeded, preventing

his getting out so regularly as usual,

he fell off again, for some time. To-

wards the end of December, however,

he started anew
;
and has ever since,

with the exception of two or three days,

kept improving so steadily, as now

(14th January 1816,) to give fresh hopes

of ulterior amendment.
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CASE XXXI.

Robert Anderson, aged twenty-nine,

applied to me on the 22d November,

(1815,) in a condition equally hopeless

and helpless. For three years and a

half he had been a martyr to Rheuma-

tism ;
which attacked him, first in the

right wrist
;
then in the shoulder

;
in

the left arm
;

in the legs, successively.

About the beginning of August, he

completely lost all power of his right

arm. The left arm possessed sufficient

strength
;
but, the fingers excepted, had

been of no more use to him, for twelve

months, than a poker curved at one

end, and hung to his shoulder. This

was owing to the elbow-joint being im-

moveably fixed, with the arm in the

extended state. The joint, indeed, had

every appearance of being entirely ob-
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literated. The right arm was also as

useless as a rod of iron suspended

from the shoulder. The patient could

not even, when sitting, lift his hand to

his knee
;
whatever the height of the

seat might be. When he wished to do

this, he leaned backwards, and threw

it up by the shoulder, in the same way

he would have done, had the limb been

paralytic. The pain of the shoulder,

elbow, and wrist, was nevertheless ex-

cruciating. The rotatory motion of

both fore-arms was not one third their

natural range. When I asked this

young man, How he took his victuals ?

His reply was, “ They are set for me
“

at a certain height, and I am ne-

“ cessitated to take them just like a

“ dog
!”

The deplorable state in which I

found this young man, was not owing
%

to want of medical aid. Few ever

lived, who swallowed more medicines.
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than he seems to have done. He was

in the hospital for weeks together
;
he

had been under regular practitioners of

all ranks and denominations
;

and

there is not a Quack in, or about Edin-*

burgh, whose nostrums he had not de-

voured. One gentleman in particular,

the patient represents as having been

at great pains with him
;
but, after hav-

ing, in vain, made fair trial of every re-

medy that his own judgment and skill,

aided by these of his medical friends,

whom he consulted, could devise
; this

gentleman candidly avowed he could do-

no more for him.

This was a case in which, had I been

ignorant of the power of Percussion in

Rheumatism, any thing I could have

done would have been of as little avail,

as were the efforts of those who pre-

ceded me. The interior of the joints

and their flexures being the parts af-

fected, Friction was not found to be of
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much use ;
and Bandages (Case XVI.)

were of still less. Therefore, although

I availed myself of both, I trusted to

Percussion chiefly. This, with imitat-

ing the natural motions of the parts,

were indeed, the principal remedies

employed.

The left elbow-joint, it has been ob-

served, appeared at first, to be entirelv

obliterated
;
but in less than a week, 1

had the satisfaction of producing per-

ceptible motion. Attempts at the na-

tural motion of the limb were often at-

tended with a noise, about the flexure

of the joint, resembling the breaking of

small bones. When this circumstance

occurred, I was sure of obtaining in-

creased motion of the joint. Next day

however, it would have been as im-

moveable, apparently, as ever. But,

Percussion premised, it was generally

found to move with greater ease. This

process was repeated daily, with few
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exceptions ;
sometimes with consider-

able increase of motion of the joint

;

then it would have remained stationary

for a while. In the course of a month,

however, the patient could bend this

arm so far, as to touch, with his thumb,

the front of his hat. That this was a

considerable advantage gained, any per-

son may satisfy himself, by attempting

to bring his hand to his head, while his

arm is extended. Though the joint in

question is still visited, at times, with

severe pains, Percussion never fails to

put them to flight, and to render

motion, so far as it goes, and which is

now (14th January 1816,) very consi-

derable, smooth and easy.

The right arm presented obstacles to

be surmounted, far different from those

which occurred in the left. The for-

mer possessed considerable flexion and

extension, indeed
;
but it was extreme-

ly weak. All the three joints were ex-

r
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quisitely pained
;
and those of the el-

bow and wrist, so loose and dry, that

they made a rattling noise upon being

put in motion. So extremely painful

and rigid were all the parts about the

shoulder, that the first time I attempt-

ed rotatory motion of. the Humerus,

the patient had almost fainted before I

was aware.* I ever after proceeded

with extreme caution, both in applying

Percussion to the parts, and in giving

motion to the several joints affected.

By a patient application of these means,

together with Friction and Bandages

to the wrist and elbow, I had the in-

expressible satisfaction of seeing my
patient, in six weeks from the time he

applied to me, capable of moving his

arm in every direction
;
and of lifting

his hand to his head. Towards the

end of December, the shoulder was al-

* See Note X.
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most free from pain
;

the elbow and

wrist moved smoothly and without

noise
;
and the power of the whole limb

was greatly increased.

The first effect observable from my
operations was, the patient’s being able,

when sitting, to lift his hand to his

knee. Some time afterwards he ad-

vanced it a little farther; then he reach-

ed his hat
;
then his brow

;
then his

nose and mouth. The reason of his

being able to reach his brow before his

mouth, was owing to the difficulty he

experienced in bending the arm. But

although he could raise his hand to the

height mentioned, he could carry no-

thing with it for a while. The weight of

the arm itself was burden enough.O
Now, (14th January 1816,) he can put

his victuals to his mouth like any other

person—a circumstance this, that above

all others exhilirates his mind, and

enlivens his prospects. From the pro-
Q
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gress he has already made, in the depth

of winter, I have not the smallest doubt,

that in the course of three months, my
patient will recover the perfect use of his

arms, and be enabled to provide for his

family—a consummation this, of which

he had not the faintest hopes when he

applied to me, and which, the history of

his case demonstrates, nothing could

have accomplished, but a combination

of Friction, Percussion and Bandages.
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CASE XXXIL

About ten years ago, Mr^ T. D. met

with an accident, from his gig-horse

taking fright, by which his collar-bone,

and two of his ribs on the left side*

were broken very near their heads, if

the heads themselves were not separat-

ed from the spine. There was dreadful

contusion also for a great way along the

left side of the spine, occasioned by the

shaft of the gig striking the parts, at

every spring of the horse, for a length

of two hundred yards. From this time

forth, a weakness attended with pain,

seized the whole left side, including the

arm to the very finger ends. Mr. D.

had been subject to Rheumatism for two

years previous to this
;
and at the time

of the accident, the left arm was so af-

fected, that he could scarcely hold the
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reins. These symptoms, the weakness

and pain, were at first very obscure, but

the latter kept gradually increasing for

five years, till it reached a height which

involved, the patient in the most inde-

scribable anguish. It made its attacks

in paroxysms, attended with spasms

;

and was generally induced by a tenden-

cy to change in the weather—whether

from good to bad, or from bad to good.

It is needless to say, that this gentle-

man had the first medical aid this me-

tropolis could afford
;
and that nothing

was left untried, from which any benefit

could reasonably be expected. But all

was vain. Nothing could prevent the
\

paroxysms
;
nothing could even mode-

rate them, but excessive doses of lauda-

num. It was in one of these paroxysms

on the 1 5th December 1815, that 1 first

saw Mr. D.
;
and I confess, I never in

my life was at such a loss wliat to do.

or whether I should attempt any thing,
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for the relief of my patient. The vio-

lent and incessant pain in the left hand

and shoulder, about the left side of the

neck and ear, together with the sudden

and forcible spasmodic jerks of the head

backwards and to a side, made me afraid

to touch him, lest I should produce in-

calculable mischief, by inducing the

brain to sympathize with the parts af-

fected. The patient himself told me,

indeed, that he could not suffer the

parts to be touched.

Having got a summary history of* the

case, I thought there could be no risk in

applying Percussion at a distance from

the seat of pain. I began it therefore,

on the back, below the Scapula, at the

left side of the spine, where the ribs had

suffered injury. I travelled gradually

upwards to the top of the shoulder, and

then all around it. The sensations pro-

duced were very agreeable. I then took
i

hold of the left arm, and moved it up
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and down, backwards and forwards

;

applying Percussion, at the same time,

to the front of the shoulder, so as to

produce a concussive motion of all the

parts of which it is composed. This

was also attended with soothing effects,

and seemed to elicite the pain from the

side of the neck and ear. I now ap-

plied Friction to the neck, avoiding one

particular spot, which appeared to be

the focus of those pains which shot up

to the ear and side of the head. The
i

great focus was situate in the shoulder,

at the scapular end of the clavicle.

From this time, the paroxysm began to

decline
;
and next day had so far abat-

ed, that Percussion and Compression

were applied with the utmost freedom,

and the most soothing effects.

Several days elapsed without the re-

currence of much pain
;

and this, all

concerned fondly attributed to the mode

of treatment adopted. A fresh paroxysm
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however, now made its attack, and raged

for twenty-four hours with tremendous

fury. This dashed our hopes to the

ground; and excited a suspicion, that

the recent emancipation from pain, for

a few days, must have been owing to

some other cause than what we wished

to believe. I made strict inquiry into

all the circumstances attending the com-

mencement and progress of this pa-

roxysm
;
and discovered, that the pa-

tient had neglected to plug up his ears

with wool, as usual, the night before

the attack was made. Now the pain,

in this instance, was confined almost

exclusively, to the left ear. This dis-

covery revived our hopes.

Some time elapsed without any thing

occurring worthy of being recorded

;

when Mr. D. was again menaced with a

return of pain. Three of these attacks

he repelled in one day, and two in the

night, by Percussion alone. Soon after
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this, the weather became extremely bad

and unsettled
;
when the attacks were

renewed, and with a fury that, to a cer-

tain extent, bore down all opposition.

I say to a certain extent only; for we
found, that Percussion sedulously ap-

plied all over the body, had the effect

of moderating pain to such a degree,

that the patient was seldom under the

necessity, as formerl y, of having recourse

to laudanum to render existence toler-

able; and when this necessity did occur,

that one-fourth of the usual quantity

was sufficient.

The diminished dose of laudanum is

therefore, the proper criterion by which

to estimate the power of Percussion in

Mr. D.’s case. For if, before Percus-

sion was employed, three hundred drops

of laudanum were necessary to subdue

pain—and now that Percussion is ap-

plied, seventy-five drops only are re-

quired—and even this quantity but sel-
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dom
;

it necessarily follows, that Per-

cussion possesses three-fourths the power

of laudanum. Not that Laudanum and

Percussion produce a common effect, by

the same mode of operation. Were

this the case, the most powerful remedy

would be the preferable. Laudanum

most certainly allays irritation and pain

;

but in proportion to the quantity taken

and the frequency of repetition, it de-

stroys the functions of the stomach and

bowels, and enervates the whole frame.

It soothes to render more irritable
; it

excites ‘but to depress. Not so with

Percussion : its only effects are, to rouse

into action the dormant powers of the

constitution, and to obviate congestion

in the nervous, equally as in the sangui-

ferous system.*

If therefore, Percussion possesses a

power of mitigating pain, equal to three-

* See Note XI.
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fourths the power of laudanum, and is

at the same time free from the delete-

rious effects of the latter; there is the

strongest presumption, that it (Percus-

sion) will ultimately prove a cure for

the untractable disorder under consider-

ation. At all events, to get rid of the

laudanum, must be considered a step

towards a cure, of the very first import-

ance. For, independent of all other

considerations, ever since Mr. D. was

confined and obliged to have recourse

to it, a morbid secretion of Mucus in

the stomach and bowels rendered the

frequent >exhibition of purgatives indis-

pensable. These in their turn often ren-

dered the bowels too irritable : so that

between the two—the laudanum and

purgatives, the stomach and bowels have

suffered almost irreparable injury.

Mr. D.’s own mode of reasoning on

the subject is, That Percussion having

superseded, in a great measure, the ne-
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cessity of taking laudanum ;
and that

too, during the worst weather, in the

worst season of the year
;
there is every

reason to hope that, when the weather

becomes milder and more steady, and

the paroxysms of pain, of course, less

frequent and less severe, the same mode

of treatment will remove the disorder

entirely.

In this opinion Mr. D. is the more

confirmed, from his being often able

to repel attacks of pain by Percussion

alone
;
and from having had, at the be-

ginning of winter, and before I saw him,

forebodings of a struggle through the

season, the bare contemplation of which

filled him with horror!

It cannot be denied surely, that this

reasoning is at least very plausible,—that

in this instance the patient must be the

best judge—and that it is of immense

consequence he has conceived so favour-

able an opinion of the mode of cure.

—
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A belief of ultimate success, is the most

powerful motive to that perseverance in

the application of the remedy, which

alone can give it effect.
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CASE XXXIII.

On the 19th December, (1815,) Mr.

VV. S. aged about forty, of a very full

habit of body, was laid up with Rheu-

matism, which had hung about him the

preceding fbrnight, and manifested it-

self by pains flying through his body,

but affecting the knees chiefly. I was

called to him on the 20th, and found

him complaining of a violent pain in his

back, striking through to his very heart,

as he expressed it, upon attempting the

least mot ion. The seat of the pain was

on each side of the spine, between the

under ends of the shoulder-blades, dart-

ing upwards along the right side of the

neck, round the head, and down the

right arm. The muscles of the neck

were swelled, inflamed, and at their in-

sertion particularly, extremely painful
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to the touch. The head was, on this

account, incapable of motion. Confined

indeed, by the pain in his back, to one

posture, the patient was compelled to

lie in bed like a log of wood—a circum-

stance, of itself, extremely distressing.

Pulse 80—tongue white, with a very

bad taste in the mouth.

If ever general bloodletting was in-

dicated in Rheumatism, it was in this

case. A man in the prime of life, of a

very full habit of body, accustomed to

live fully, labouring under pain, which,

on the slightest touch or attempt at mo-

tion, struck through the chest like a

dart, from spine to sternum; alfecting

at the same time, the neck, the head,

and right arm, all which were thereby

rendered incapable of motion
;
add to

these, a dry, troublesome, wheezing

cough, and a rising pulse. In these cir-

cumstances, I was much inclined, I con-

fess, to employ the lancet
;
and had I
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taken thirty or thirty-two ounces ot

blood from the arm, and repeated the

operation to the same amount, (had the

pains not been subdued,) within twenty-

four hours
;

I would only have imitated

what is at present called by some,
M Efficient practice.”

My patient however, was strongly

averse to being blooded, on the present

occasion
;
although he was no stranger

to the operation, or to its happy effects,

when necessary. I therefore, had re-

course to the same means, Friction and

Percussion, which I would have em-

ployed in a Rheumatic affection of the

joints and tendons
;
and, with the most

immediate beneficial effect. When I

entered his room, the patient could not

raise his right arm from the bed, but in

five minutes he put his hand to his neck,

and to the crown of his head. The

neck, which he could scarcely suffer to

be touched, I handled gently at first,

/
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and gradually with more freedom, till

the pain was sufficiently subdued to al-

low perfect motion to the head. This

effect was produced within ten minutes

of my entering the room. With diffi-

culty, I now got my patient to sit up,

when I began Percussion on the back
;

which was attended with such darting

pains to the heart, and such a cutting of

the breath, as the patient expressed

himself, as required the utmost caution

in the application of the remedy. I laid

him down a few minutes, and when he

was raised up again, he bore the opera-

tion much better. I laid him down a

second time, and when raised up, he

bore the Percussion better still. I

therefore continued it some minutes,

and until he hastily cried he was re-

lieved. I asked him, in what respect he

was relieved? He said, the pains both

external and internal were nearly gone,

and he could breathe much more freely.
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These are facts—astonishing facts

—

which incontestably prove, that Percus-

sion can obviate incipient inflammation.

I now laid my patient down, when he

declared he could turn himself which

ever way he pleased. These things

took place at two o’clock P. M. and

were all transacted in the course of half

an hour. Ten drachms of sulphate of

magnesia were ordered to be taken im-

mediately.

At seven o’clock was still nearly free

from pain. What little remained was

seated lower down the back. Applied

Percussion, which occasioned very trif-

ling uneasiness. Pulse 80. Medicine

had begun to operate.

Next day (December 21,) at eleven

A. M. pulse still 80—is free from com-
plaint, with the exception of a slight

pain at the connections of the Sacrum,

and which immediately gave way to
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Percussion. Ordered an ounce of sul-

phate of magnesia in the evening.

Seven o’clock P. M.—Has been up

all day—felt chilly for a short time after

rising.—Pulse 100, which the patient

attributes to hanging over the fire.—No
return of pain.

December 22d, passed a restless night

—headache in the recumbent posture.—

No pain otherwise.—Pulse 72. Order-

ed six leeches to the temples.

Seven o’clock P. M. Headache gone

—

free from complaint.

December 23d.—Passed a good night

—perfectly well.

Thus, in less than forty-eight hours

—

nay, I may say almost, immediately,

was a Rheumatic affection completely

removed, which by the ordinary mode

of treatment, might have been protract-

ed a fortnight or a month
;
and the pa-

tient inevitably reduced to a state of

extreme debility. The reader, whoever
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he is, if ever attacked with Rhematism,

will not long hesitate,* I presume, be-

twixt the excessive evacuant plan of

cure, and submitting a few minutes to

Percussion, applied under the controul

entirely, of his own feelings.

Thus, I have presented my readers

with a detail of facts, sufficiently nume-

rous, I trust, to warrant the conclusion,

That Friction, Percussion, and Banda-

ges combined, are the most prompt, the

surest, and the safest remedy for Rheu-

matism, in all its stages, and in all the

variety of forms in which it presents

itself.

To the honour of discovering the

utility of Compression and Percussion

in Rheumatism,—to the honour of dis-

%

\

* See Note XII.
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covering and introducing into practice,

the power of Percussion, I have an ex-

clusive claim
;
and I venture to assert,

that it will be found a discovery of no

ordinary importance.

I have been informed by all the mili-

tary gentlemen of my acquaintance,

that more men are invalided from Rheu-

matism, than from all other diseases

combined. And an Officer of rank, who

distinguished himself in the Peninsula,

says, that in a retreat, in particular, af-

ter the army had toiled all day under a

burning sun, and laid themselves down

at night upon tlie cold ground, many

were' unable in the morning to make

use of their arms. This is no more

than what must be expected in such

circumstances. But had the power of

Percussion been known, the men would

have had nothing to do but to give each

other a few raps on the shoulders, or

wherever the pains had taken hold, in
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order to recover, in a moment, the com-

mand of their extremities. To an army

therefore, on actual service, the know-

ledge of the power of Percussion must

be an acquisition of the first importance,

A remedy that can restore to their

functions, limbs which have been for

months—for years, rendered entirely

useless from Rheumatism, must cer-

tainly be capable of quickly removing

Rheumatic affections of but one night's

standing. It is much easier surely, to

resist than to remove—to prevent this

disease, than to cure it.

But Percussion is not confined to

Rheumatic affections alone. It is appli-

cable, with the best effects, to many

other complaints that occur every day.

It is capable of removing, in a very short

time, that general distress and uneasi-

ness arising from an unequal distribu-

tion of the fluids, occasioned by cold, or

by cold and fatigue combined. It re-
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moves pain from the stomach—it cures

heart-burn—it promotes digestion—it

improves, in fine, the general health, by

promoting the action of every organ

—

and the time is not distant, I trust, when

Percussion will be acknowledged a

Power, in all cases equal, and in many

superior, to Electricity.
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NOTES.

NOTE I.

I have again and again put a stop ,
by the timeous ap-

plication of Percussion, followed by Compression ,
to

incipient infarnmaton, #c. Page 85.

A most satisfactory instance of the power of Per-

cussion, in contusions, occured to me in the month

of August. (1S15.) A lady upwards of sixty year!

of age, having stepped into her kitchen one morn-

ing, to give some orders, on turning round, struck

something solid with one of her feet, which brought

her to the ground with her whole weight. In fall-

ing, she received a violent contusion, from the cor-

ner of a chair, in her right side, about the middle

of the tenth and eleventh ribs. I saw her in a very

short time after the accident, and proposed to take

a little blood from her arm, which she declined.

After rubbing the part patiently with the palm of
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my hand, I applied a broad Bandage to the trunk

of the body, with a Compress under it, on the part

affected. From these she seemed to derive some

small comfort while in the erect, but could get lit-

tle or no rest in the horizontal, posture. In this

way she passed ten or twelve days, when she be-

came so much worse, that she submitted to lose a

little blood by the lancet. I advised leeches, at the

same time, to the part affected, which was not com-

plied with. For a short time, she thought herself

somewhat relieved, but soon became as ill as ever.

On the 28th of August, I was again sent for, for I

had not seen her for some time ; when I found her

under great alarm, from increase of the pain and

restlessness in the night time. Satisfied from the

beginning, that the injury done, was to the contain-

ing parts only, of the trunk, and finding Compres-

sion either by Friction or Bandages, did not reach

the part affected, I resolved to try what Percussion

would do. This I applied for a considerable time,

regulating the force employed, by the feelings of

the patient. Tire consequence was, she slept the

whole succeeding night without interruption, and

arose next morning, not free from pain, but so

much relieved, that I found her quite cheerful and

happy. From this time she continued to improve

daily, and in a short time the pain left her entirely.

A few days before the above accident occurred, a

gentleman of this city applied to me for advice, for
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an affection of his breast, of which he had com-

plained for some days. The pain was confined to

the left side of the chest, affecting the whole space

occupied by the true ribs, and impeding respiration

considerably. Notwithstanding the last mentioned

symptom, and that the patient described the pain as

deeply seated, I did not consider the lungs themselves

to be affected. Instead therefore, of bleeding him

copiously, as I saw he expected, I began the applica-

tion of Percussion to the part affected. This surpris-

ed the patient greatly. And, although I explained

the object I had in view to accomplish by this pro-

cess, he was quite distrustful ; barely suffering me to

proceed, upon the sti'ongest assurances being .given

that no harm would be done. That any positive

advantage was to be obtained from such a mode of

proceeding, he could not suffer himself to believe.

I nevertheless continued my operation for a few mi-

nutes, and desired him to call again, next day. I

neither saw nor heard any more of this gentleman,

however, till about a fortnight after, when one of

his acquaintances met me in the street, and congra-

tulated me on performing an instantaneous cure, by

wonderfully simple means, upon his friend. My
patient, it turned out, though he did not return to

tell me the effect of the operation performed on

him, had not concealed it from others, but candidly

attributed his cure to that cause, in which, when it

was applied, he had so little faith.
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In the course of last summer, I was requested

by a lady in Heriot Row, to visit an old man in

Stockbridge, one ot the objects of her unbounded

charity, who, some >veeks before, “ had broke

three of his ribs by a fall on the corner of a chair.’’

On examination, I found the injury done to be at

the anterior edge of the under end of the shoulder-

blade, but no ribs broken. From the violent con-

tusion he had received, the patient could move

neither the arm nor the trunk of his body, without

the greatest pain. I applied Friction and Percus-

sion to the part, with my bare hand, for a consider-

able time. He moved his arm immediately, and in

every direction he was desired. He rose up also,

and sat down, and turned himself in bed with the

utmost ease ; none of which he could do before,

without the most excruciating pain. Having ap-

plied a Bandage round his body, I directed him

never to humour the pain, but if it returned, or the

part became stiff, to apply Friction and Percus-

sion, till he could perform, with ease, all the mo-

tions he had gone through in my presence.—These,

Friction, Percussion, and Bandages, were all the

discutients employed in this case of violent contu-

sion, and the man required but one visit!

A young Lady, in a boarding-school in Howe

Street, when taking a walk one evening in harvest,

was struck on the inside of one of her ankles, im-

\
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mediately below the Malleolus Interims, with a

stone that rolled down a precipice as she passed

along. The point injured was very small, but she

was rendered incapable of walking without diffi-

culty and pain. When I was called, which was

about a week after the occurring of the accident,

the part was slightly swelled, and as painful as it

had ever been. I dipped my finger in hair powder,

and applied gentle Friction—increasing the pres-

sure as the patient could bear it. I then applied a

Compress and Bandage, when she walked better

than she had done since she received the injury.

Next day, I went through the same operation, by

which her walking was still more improved. The

third day she felt no pain, the swelling was gone,

and she walked as well as ever she did in her life.

Mr. William Smith, George Street, applied to

me in the first week of October, (1815,) in conse-

quence of having hurt his back by a fall in a stair.

At the time he came to me he was labouring under

a violent catarrhal affection also, by which the

pain of the back had become greatly increased,

both in severity and extent. It now extended

from the posterior Spinous Process and Crest of

the Ilium of the right side, as high as the true ribs,

and from spine to Sternum. His breathing was

very considerably affected; and he expected I

would give him some medicine internally, to re-
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lieve all these complaints. I said I would do so,

provided what I wras about to try, should fail.

I now applied Percussion over all the parts affect-

ed. Astonished at what I wras about, he asked if

“ I was putting any thing on his back?” I assured

him I was, and what would go through him like a

shot. Having continued this process for a short

time, the patient went away, quite at a loss what

to think of my mode of cure. One thing only he

was sure of,—that he was no better. He came

back next day, however, and underwent the same

operation, still inquiring (he stood with his back to

me) if I put any thing on the parts ? to which I

gave the same answer as before. The third day I

met him on the street, wrhen he informed me, in a

decisive tone, that I had cured him at last,—that

his pains were almost gone. Not next day, but the

one following, he called and got his third beating,

which settled “ the great pain,” as he called it,

for “ he had a little pain also, which he did not

much mind.” Thus, a severe pain, occupying al-

most the whole right side of the trunk—occasioned

at first by contusion, and aggravated afterwards by

cold, attended with some degree of fever, wras re-

moved from a man, seventy years of age, by Per-

cussion alone, applied three times only, and not

longer than five minutes at a time.



NOTE II.

For if Percussion and Compression obviate incipient

inflammation, &c. Page 86.

The effects of astringent gargles in superficial

inflammation of the fauces, are at once a proof of

the relaxed state of the capillaries, in inflammation,

and of the benefit to be derived from whatever in-

creases their action and strengthens their tone.

What, therefore, astringents perform on the capil-

lary blood-vessels of the surface, Percussion and

Compression may be presumed to effect, on those

of deeper-seated parts. This is a conclusion that

cannot be resisted, but on the supposition, of dif-

ferent parts being subject to different laws, when

in a state of inflammation, arising from the same

cause. Suppose, for instance, that from exposure

to cold moist air, I should get both sore-throat and

pain in my side, arising from incipient congestion

there—that the former should readily yield to a

gargle of Brandy or of Port Wine, the latter to

Percussion and Compression,—would I not be jus-

tified in concluding, that both complaints were re-

moved on the same principle—that of promoting

the action, and strengthening the tone of the capil-
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lary vessels, admitted on all hands to be the seat of

inflammation?

NOTE III.
#

»

Articular Surfaces, Synovial Glands, can neither be

compressed by Bandages nor stimulated bp Friction.

Page 135.

Friction applied, merely to the surface, can do

little more than stimulate the vessels of the skin.

It is impossible it can have either an immediate or

remote effect on vessels in the interior of a joint.

It does not follow, however, that Friction cannot

be applied to articular surfaces. If there is any

motion remaining to a joint, this is quite practica-

ble, and attended with the happiest effects. When-

ever, therefore, I meet with a joint whose motion,

either from dryness of the synovial surface, or from

contraction of the tendons, is impaired, I sedulously

imitate, as far as practicable, the natural motions of

the parts. In this way, contracted tendons are

elongated, thickened and tender capsular ligaments

are extended, and the vessels of dry articular sur-

faces are stimulated to action, and pour out their

lubricating liquor.
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NOTE IV.

For it is extremely probable
,

the good thus obtained

does not depend, fyc. Page 137.

If the advantage obtained by Rheumatic patients

from riding on horseback depended altogether on

increased perspiration, then Sudorifics and the Warm
Bath, would, separately, prove a certain cure for

Rheumatism—which we find is not universally the

case. Riding on horseback has this advantage, that

not only are all the parts of the body subjected to a

concussive motion, but great part of the muscles are

put in action—which, to the parts they compress,

are equivalent to Friction. I know a gentleman,

extremely subject to Rheumatism, who, whenever

he is threatened with an attack, has recourse to a

ride, which never fails to operate as a complete

preventive. So powerful a corrector, indeed, of

congestion, is this mode of gestation, that I firmly

believe it would be of incalculable advantage in

many cases of fever.

I know a medical gentleman, who was practising,

more than twenty years ago, in a country situation,

where a. bad Typhus prevailed. One morning he

awoke with every symptom, as he supposed, of the
S
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fever. At breakfast-time he took horse to go to

his friends, who lived twenty miles off ; and, was

und-er some alarm lest he should not be able to

. reach his destination. He had not rode above six

miles, however, when he found himself perfectly

well.

I have somewhere read an account of a young

man, who, in the middle of a Typhus fever, was

driven in a cart the distance of seventy-two miles.

It was feared the rough motion of the vehicle would

have killed him ; but to the utter astonishment of all

concerned, the patient was free of his fever at the

end of his journey. What the motion from riding-

on horseback, or in a cart, is to the system, Percus-

sion is to a particular part.

NOTE V.

At this point precisely, and quite beyond the reach of

Compression
,
was thepain 7iow seated. Page 169.

- * «iV- *

ITad I facts at my command, it is impossible I

could make a selection more directly corroborative

of the theory I have endeavoured to establish, of

the proximate cause of Rheumatism, than are

those that occurred in this man’s second attack.
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Not only so—they throw a glare of light on the

proximate cause of Palsy also. They directly

prove, that Palsy is not occasioned by exhaustion,

but by obstruction of the nervous power. In the

first attack, the seat of the pain was exterior to

the spine, and therefore within the reach of Com-

pression, to which it readily yielded; in the second,

the cellular texture covering the occipital nerves at

their origin must have been the seat of the affec-

tion
; for all the parts that these nerves supply

became excruciatingly painful and swelled. This

affection, or distention of the vessels of the cellular

substance, advancing farther inwards, along the

Medulla Oblongata, must have pressed next on the

ninth pair of nerves, which are expended on the

organs of speech chiefly. Hence paralysis of these,

and of other parts, occurring so rapidly and in suc-

cession.

It would from this appear, that Compression

arising from congestion in the vessels of the cellu-

lar texture, forming the sheaths of the nerves and

of their Fasciculi, constitutes the proximate cause

of Palsy; and that, therefore, the proximate cause

of Rheumatism and of Palsy are affections of the

same general structure. Nothing can resist the evi-

dence, to this effect, of. the facts occurring in this

man’s case. The same cause which, operating on

parts exterior to the spine, and on branches only

of nerves, produced Rheumatism ; when extended

1
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to parts within the spine or Cranium, and to the

origins of nerves, produced Palsy.

Should it be asked, Why, if Rheumatism and

Palsy are both produced by congestion in the cel-

lular membrane, their symptoms are so very differ-

ent ? • I would reply, that compression of a nerve

at its origin must produce effects very different

from those occasioned by the compression of a few

branches ; and, that the pain attendant on Rheu-

matism depends, mpst likely, on the degree of pres-

sure on the nerves of the part affected. In Rheu-

matic affections of the Sciatic nerve, indeed, we

have a fine example of Rheumatism and Palsy

alternating. At one time the pain is exquisite ; at

another, and often in a few hours, the parts which

that nerve supplies become, for a time, nearly des- ,

titute of feeling.

Two facts, so far as I know, entirely new, oc-

curred to me in the course of last summer, (1815,)

which exhibit the powers of Percussion as applied

to Palsy even, in a very striking light. The first

I observed in a fat, lumpy, tallow-looking woman,

upwards of forty years of age. She complained of

a slight stupor, of a dull, obtuse pain in her head,

and of total inability to move her right arm. I

attempted to let blood in the arm, but did not suc-

ceed. I therefore proposed opening the jugular

vein, and leeches to the temples, which were de-

clined; and, as she was going, she said, to the
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country immediately, for the benefit of her health,

I never heard more of her. Before I left her,

however, I urged her to try to move her arm, and

found she had some, though very little, command

of it below, but none above tlie elbow-joint. I

applied Percussion to the shoulder and side of the

neck for some minutes, and then desired her to

try if she had acquired any more power over the

arm. To the astonishment of all present, she

immediately lifted her hand to the crown of her

head, and moved her arm in every direction she

was desired.

The second fact occurred in Michael Meredith,

aged sixty-four, who applied to me in August, af-

ter having been first in the Clinical Ward, and

after it was shut, in one of the ordinary wards, of

the Royal Infirmary, from which he was dismissed,

he said, as incurable. His whole left side being

affected with Palsy, he walked as ill as it is possi-

ble to conceive of a person who can make progress

at all. The reader will be able to form some idea

of the total want of command this man had over

his arm, when I inform him, that, having asked

why he held it in a sling? he said it was to prevent

it dangling backwards and forwards when he walk-

ed. Without the smallest expectation that I could

be of any service to him, yet with the fact above

related, that occurred in the woman’s case, fresh in

my recollection, I set him down and began Per-

}
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cussion on the shoulder and side of the neck. He
immediately complained of pain on the anterior

and inner part of the joint, below the clavicle, and

in the fore-finger. These effects, I thought, au-

gured well. I continued the Percussion till the

pains abated, and then desired the patient to try if

lie had acquired any command over his arm. He
gradually lifted his hand to the pit of his stomach.

This he did five or six times; and would have lift-

ed it still higher, but for a large tumour that pro-

jected from his left breast. I performed the same

operation on the inferior extremity, when he com-

plained of severe pain betwixt the hip-joint and

tuberosity of the Ischium, (seat-bone) so that had

this man complained of no other part than his leg,

I should have concluded that he laboured under

Sciatic Rheumatism instead of Palsy. When he

returned next day, I found he had not retained the

power he acquired the day before in his arm, but

he had not lost it altogether ; and it was not only

soon restored, but increased by Percussion. The

leg was so much improved by two operations, that

he walked to Piershill Barracks and back again to

Edinburgh—a thing, he said, he could not have

attempted when he applied to me. Anxious to as-

certain what Percussion could really effect in Palsy,

I urged this man to be punctual in his attendance

;

but he now absented himself for several days, and
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When he returned I refused to have any tiling far-

ther to do with him.

That in the first of these two cases, the disease

originated in the brain, there can be no manner of

doubt; and, though Meredith asserted he never

complained of his head, there can be as little doubt

concerning the origin of his affection. His wife,

indeed, called with him the second day, and told

me, he insisted for some time after he was seized,

that he had two left arms. How then comes it to

pass, that Percussion, applied to a part at a dis-

tance from the seat of the disease, has the power

of removing it in any degree? To this it is not

easy to give an answer. But it may be observed,

that an organ that can convey intimation to the

Brain, from the remotest parts of the body, in less

than the twinkling of an eye, may well be sup-

posed to be affected to its very origin, by so power-

ful an agent as Percussion. It is not inconceivable

therefore, that the nerves of a paralytic limb may
veceive from Percussion, such a degree of vibration

as will reach their common origin, and elicit from

it, though suffering Compression to a certain de-

gree, a partial transmission of nervous energy.

V
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NOTE VI.

—which the ordinary mode of treating Rheumatism

and Palsy
,

i$-c. Page 189.

Ur. Uuncan, senior, of this University, divides

Rheumatism into four stages, each of which is dis-

tinguished by symptoms peculiar to itself. Thus,

the Inflammatory stage is accompanied with fever,

heat, swelling, and redness ; the Irritable is distin-

guished by acute pain, burning heat in the parts af-

fected, absence of general Pyrexia, although the

pains continue to be aggravated during the night;

the Atonic is attended with dull pain, which is re-

lieved by heat, especially of the bed ; and lastly,

the Paralytic stage is known, by emaciation and

weakness of the limbs.

Whoever has had much practice in Rheumatism

must admit, that these distinctions are founded in

fact; and though the different stages run into each

other so, that the line of demarcation is not easily

ascertained ; such a division is admirably calculated

to facilitate practice ; and reflects the highest credit

on Ur. Uuncan’s accuracy of observation, and

powers of discrimination.



NOTE VII.

Thus was a violent sprain removed completely, by one

application of Percussion, &c. Page 198.

It is probable, and indeed most likely, that, in

this case, some of the tarsal bones had suffered par-

tial dislocation. For had the excruciating pain that

was present depended entirely on the injury done to

the soft parts, it is not likely that Percussion, how-

ever beneficial, could instantaneously have produced

such great effects. But on the supposition of a par-

tial displacement of a small bone, it is quite con-

ceivable, that the motion given to all the parts by

Percussion, would effect its reduction. Here then,

is the whole secret of the success of ignorant Bone-

setters completely developed. They do at random

and by force, what regular practitioners ought long

ago to have done on scientific principles. Such,

however, is the perverseness of mankind, that they

will rather remain in ignorance, or allow their pa-

tients to suffer, than either learn from, or follow

the practice of supposed inferiors. That the indi-

viduals denominated Bone-setters, often do incal-

culable mischief, is beyond a doubt. But that they

often succeed where regular practitioners have fail-
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ed, in giving relief from pain, originating in frac-

tures, dislocations, and sprains ; and that they often

succeed in giving motion to joints, the immobility

of which had defied all ordinary practice, are also

matters of daily experience. Nothing so easy as

to clear up this mystery. The principles on which

I conduct the cure of Rheumatism and Sprains,

completely unmask the supposed superior skill, and

satisfactorily account for the now’*and-then success

attending the random practice of Bone-setters. A
person, for instance, suffers dislocation of the Hume-

rus, by which the parts concerned in its motion are

severely sprained—he applies to a surgeon, who

is a complete anatomist, a dexterous operator, a

learned physiologist—the luxated bone is reduced,

the arm slung ; and if there is no contusion, and lit-

tle reason to apprehend inflammation of the parts,

the patient is dismissed with injunctions to take

care of himself. By this is meant, that he must

keep his arm in one posture for a length of time.

When the parts are supposed to have recovered

their tone, motion of the limb is permitted. But

the limb cannot now be moved without great pain.

Here the patient’s volunteer doctors strike in, and

advise, that “ The arm has not been right set.”

Off he goes therefore, to a Bone-setter,* W’ho an-

swers all questions by a significant shake of the

head. From this it is inferred, that he possesses

very superior skill—that he sees as by intuition, the
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error that lias been committed, the fault that must

be rectified. The patient therefore, now cheerfully

submits to a degree of pain, which, had his surgeon

inflicted, he would have been pronounced a savage.

The operator pulls and twists the limb, he thumbs

and nibbles the joint, he naffows the muscles, till

the pain which was at first excruciating, begins to

abate. The patient can now move his arm with-

out aid ; and therefore concludes, that the business

which was at first bungled by his surgeon, is now

done in style. Now, all that the Bone-setter has

to do, {all that he does in such a case) is to promote

circulation in those vessels, which, from the violence

they suffered, are in a state of atony, and unable 'to

propel their contents. The moment they are rous-

ed to action, motion becomes practicable; and this,

at first an effect, now becomes a cause of farther

improvement. Did surgeons, in cases of luxations

and sprains, apply Friction, Percussion, and Ban-

dages from the beginning, according to circum-

stances, practising at the same time, the natural

motions of the parts, the celebrity of Bone-setters

would be heard of no more.
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NOTE VIII.

-—had in vain spentJive Keeks at a Watering-place in

England
,
in hopes oj' bringing on a regular pa-

roxysm of Gout, &c. Page 200.

Whether there was a mixture of Gout in this

gentleman’s case, or not, it is impossible with abso-

lute certainty to ascertain. He denied that ever

any thing of the kind was known in his family ;

and yet the painful swelling of the joints of some of

the toes, strongly indicated something of this na-

ture. I certainly gave it as my decided opinion,

that there was no Gout present. But whether right

or wrong in so doing—one thing is certain, That

the pain and swelling of the joints of the toes,

yielded as readily to Percussion and Compression,

as did the pain and swelling of those parts which

were, without doubt, affected with llheumatism.

If therefore, there was any mixture of Gout in Sir

T ’s case, then Percussion and Compression

are a remedy for Gout, equally as for llheumatism.

I see nothing, indeed, in the nature of things, why

they should not be as beneficial in the one disease

as in the other. In Madame Rey’s case, I applied

Percussion and Compression indiscriminately, to
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parts affected with Rheumatism, and to partswhich

wei’e suffering from Gout ; and with immediate and

great advantage to both.— It is my intention to

prosecute this subject farther.

NOTE IX.

This affection of the ncclc and shoulders first became

very troublesome in the month of March. Page 207.

Lord M had been complaining two years

previous to this, of crampish pains in various parts

of the body, attended with loss of appetite, and fla-

tulency of stomach and bowels. These evils if not

the consequences, were, at least, coeval with a sup-

pression of urine, unattended with any other morbid

symptom than mere enlargement of the Prostate

gland. His Lordship took a great deal of exercise,

on foot and on horseback, with the view of regain-

ing appetite, and of strengthening the constitution.

The digestive powers, however, remained very

much impaired ; flatulency became more and more

oppressive ; the crampish pains increased in fre-

quency and force ;
“ and though, in May, they ap-

peared to yield to anodyne clysters* they continu-

l
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ed to harass him so much as to prevent, by the pain

the motion excited, his airings in his carriage, or

his travelling to any distance without the risk of

being confined by them.”

NOTE X,

—the frst time I attempted rotatory motion of the

Humerus, the patient had almost fainted away be-

fore I was aware. Page 224.

Tt is not to be inferred from hence, that our

mode of curing Rheumatism is a painful opera-

tion. Quite the reverse. I uniformly consult the

feelings of the patient, as to the degree of force

employed in applying the remedy. To do other-

wise, would be attended with no advantage what-

ever, either to patient or practitioner. According-

ly, I never met with any, in earnest about being

cured, who ever made a serious objection to my
mode of proceeding. Besides, any trifling pain

that may arise from first touching very tender

parts, is quite momentary— is at an end the instant

the cause (hand of the operator) is removed, and

that is, in the twinkling of an eye. No doubt, I

I
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now and then meet with individuals, who, while

they entertain a very high opinion of their own re-

solution and fortitude, will yet submit to no incon-

venience whatever—will use no endeavour to se-

cond my efforts. I am aware, that some of this >

cast have done what in them lies, to discredit my
mode of eure, as harsh and unsufferable ; but sure-

ly, the thinking part of mankind will not allow

themselves to be influenced by representations,

flowing entirely from prejudice.

NOTE XI.

Not so with Percussion ; its only effects arc to rouse to

action, the dormant powers of the constitution, and

to obviate congestion in the nervous, equally as in

the sanguiferous system. Page 233.
4 .

That Percussion possesses the power of promot-

ing an equilibrium in the nervous system, is not a

matter of conjecture only, but of absolute certainty.

And it is from this mode of operation alone, that 1

conceive it beneficial in Mr. D.’s case. According-

ly, when pain is concentrated in the left side of the

neck, which is often the case, Percussion applied to

\

I
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the opposite side, produces the most soothing ef-

fects, and relief of all the symptoms. Steady,

equable Compression even, on the right side of the

head, relieves pain on the left. I do not there-

fore, confine the application of Percussion and

Compression to the parts affected, in Mr. D.’s case.

He finds great benefit from their application to

the whole trunk and extremities. And what must

be regarded as a matter of the highest import-

ance—Percussion, how often soever applied, is ever

new. It is not like medicines exhibited internally,

which must be increased in quantity, in proportion

to the frequency of repetition : its effects are uni-

form, and at all times the same.

From these facts, I am strongly inclined to be-

lieve that Percussion will be found a powerful auxi-

liary in the cure of Tic Douloureux and Tetanus.

A most skilful and learned Physician of this city,

has indeed declared, I am informed, Mr. D.’s com-

plaint to be a species of Tic Douloureux on a large

scale. If this opinion is well founded, then wre

have proof positive, that Percusicm is beneficial,

and that in no small degree, where the knife only

has hitherto been supposed to avail. But if Per-

cussion is beneficial in painful affections of the

nerves, and in spasmodic affections of the muscles,
,

w?e may not only from analogy, but a priori con-

clude, that it will prove an efficient remedy in



Tetanus also. And if this should prove to he the

case_if it shall be found to supersede the necessity

of the immense bleedings on the one hand, or the

astonishing doses of opium on the other, as recom-

mended by different practitioners, for the cure ot

this terrible malady—then Percussion has a fair

claim to be considered one of the most important

Powers ever introduced into medicine.

NOTE XII.

The reader,
whoever he is, if ever attached with Rheu-

matism,
will not long hesitate, &c. Page 243.

Many physicians are of opinion, that a very free

use of the lancet in Acute Rheumatism, ensures a

slow recovery, and very often Arthrodynia, or

chronic pains in the joints. This opinion accords

with reason and common sense. For if the proxi-

mate cause of the disease consists in debility of the

parts affected, can it be supposed that a remedy

directly and powerfully debilitating, can ultimately

have, if carried too far, or employed unnecessarily,

any other effects than that of fixing what was in-

tended to be removed? I am far from asserting
/ T



that general blood-letting is always improper in

Rheumatism. Often it is advisable, sometimes ne-

cessary; but the detraction of a Scotch pint of

blood, in the course of twenty-four hours, where

there is no affection of the lungs or other internal

organ, I call breaking down a constitution as with

axes and with hammers. “ Nam ut sanguis semel

missus nunquam in venas, sic neque vires cum illo

amissae in variis morbis unguam refici possunt.
v>

(Conspect. Medicin. Auctore, Dr. Gregory.)

When I am called to a patient labouring under

Acute Rheumatism, and find him oppressed with

a load of bed-clothes, and covered with sweat, the

consequence of mere oppression; whatever the state

of the pulse, whatever the severity of his pains may

be, I instantly direct the surface to be rubbed with

flour till dry, and then with flannel or the flesh-

brush. During this process the cold air is freelv

admitted to the whole body, and I never found any

detriment arise from the practice: On the contrary,

the patient uniformly feels refreshed and relieved.

I have carried the application of cold in Rheuma-

tism farther than even the admission of cold air to

the body. To a wrist in a state of inflammation

so high that the patient could not suffer it to be

touched, I have applied cold water with a sponge

with great deliberation. By the conversion of the

water into vapour, so great a quantity of heat was



carried off, that the tumour could in a few minutes

suffer both Friction and Percussion. From the

good effects, indeed, which I have produced by the

admission of cold air, I am strongly inclined to be-

lieve, that sponging the body with cold water,

when the skin is hot and dry, would be attended

with the happiest effects in Acute Rheumatism.

TIIE END.

EDINBURGH *.

Printed try J. 6s C. Muirhead.
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